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These are the proposed minutes of the February 17, 2022 Board of Regents meeting.
The meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was called to order by
Chairman Eunice Jeffries at 1:34 p.m.
The Board members present were: Regent Dennis Beagen, Regent Michelle Crumm, Regent
Nathan Ford, Regent Eunice Jeffries, Regent Jessie Kimbrough Marshall, Regent Chad
Newton and Regent Alex Simpson.
The Board member absent was: Regent Mike Hawks
There was a quorum.
Chair Jeffries opened the meeting by asking for a moment of silence in honor of the recent
passing of Regent Emeritus Gary Hawks who passed away. Gary Hawks worked at EMU
from 1964 to 1981 as Secretary to the Board of Regents and also as Vice President of
University Relations. In addition, he served on the Board of Regents from 2007-2010. His
son, Michael Hawks, is currently Vice Chair of the Board of Regents.

Section 1
PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE DECEMBER 9, 2021 REGULAR BOARD
MEETING
Regent Crumm moved and Regent Beagen seconded that the proposed minutes for the
December 9, 2021 Board Meeting be approved as submitted.
Motion Carried

CONSENT AGENDA
Chairman Jeffries asked the Board if there were any items on the consent agenda that the
Board members wished to vote on separately. Hearing none, it was moved by Regent Crumm
and seconded by Regent Beagen that sections 2-7 be approved in their entirety as presented.
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Section 2
STAFF APPOINTMENTS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve twenty-four (24) staff appointments for the
reporting period October 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021: Morgan Gott, Nicholas
Green, Allison Phillips, Kyle Creasy, Laura Drabczyk, Marni Schroeder, Clifford Sims,
Hilary Hill, Marcus George, Madison Hunter, Jerrell McGee, Chase Morgan, Curtus Small,
Hayley Clock, Diana Dimitroff, Morgan Kusmits, Gabrielle LeDoux, Emily Lescelius,
Brittany Burton, Leigh Coughlin, Melissa Nuyda, Sara Phillips, Alexandra Quada and Mark
VanKempen.
Section 3
STAFF SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve twenty-two (22) separations and
retirements for the reporting period of October 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021: Ashley
Keena, Brian Korn, Bryan Fink, Brynn Majewski, Cherise Gary, Claresta Davis, Daniel Salk,
Doris Celian, Jamila Whitaker, Joi Rencher, Kathryn Huyghe, Lisa Barry Maynard,
Mackenzie Jozefczak, Mary Gasior, Michael Brown, Mignon Murray, Morgan Mark,
Raechel Espinoza, Sandra Billups, Sean McCarthy, Steven Pierson and Sydney Finkenbine.
Section 4
EMERITUS STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to three (3) staff
members; Doris Celian, Controller, Business and Finance, retired 12/23/2021; Ronald Reid,
Ticket Operations Manager, Athletics, retired 6/30/2021, and Lorraine Hallinen, Senior
Secretary, Diversity and Community Involvement, retired 9/30/2019.
Section 5
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL TRANSFERS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve three (3) Administrative/Professional
Transfers: Dennis O’Grady, Kathleen Stacey and Karen Craig.
Section 6
ACADEMIC SEPARATIONS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve two (2) separations: Ramona Caponegro
and Zakaria Al-Qudah for the period of December 31, 2021 through January 31, 2022.
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Section 7
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS
Recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Status to eight (8) former faculty:
Ellene Tratas Contis, Professor, Department of Chemistry from 1971 to 2021 who retired
after 50 years, Steven N. Francoeur, Professor, Department of Biology from 2002 to 2021
who retired after 19 years, Linda M. Kinczkowski, Professor, School of Visual and Built
Environments from 2000 to 2021 who retired after 21 years, Konnie G. Kustron, Professor,
School of Technology and Professional Services Management from 1992 to 2021 who retired
after 29 years, Kemper Moreland, Professor, Department of Economics from 1980 to 2021
who retired after 41 years, Heather M. Neff, Professor, Department of English Language and
Literature from 1993 to 2021 who retired after 28 years, Edward Sidlow, Professor,
Department of Political Science from 1995 to 2021 who retired after 26 years, and Richard
Stahler-Sholk, Professor, Department of Political Science from 1997 to 2021 who retired
after 24 years.
Motion Carried

Section 8
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Regent Ford moved and Regent Beagen seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the Student Affairs Committee Agenda for February 17, 2022 and the Minutes
of December 9, 2021.
Motion Carried

Section 9
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE
Regent Beagen moved and Regent Ford seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the Educational Policies Agenda for February 17, 2022 and the Minutes of
December 9, 2021.
Motion Carried
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Section 10
REAPPOINTMENT OF CHARTER SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
Regent Kimbrough Marshall moved and Regent Crumm seconded that the Board of Regents
re-appoint Lynette Wright to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of the Academy for
Business and Technology.
Motion Carried

Section 11
RATIFICATION OF CONSERVATOR FOR ANN ARBOR LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Regent Beagen moved and Regent Ford seconded that the Board of Regents ratify President
James Smith’s appointment of Jim Jung, of Recon Management Group LLC, as Conservator
at Ann Arbor Learning Community (AALC), effective December 13, 2021 and ending June
30, 2022.
Motion Carried

Section 12
NEW ACADEMIC PROGRAM: EXECUTIVE MBA
Regent Kimbrough Marshall moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents
approve a New Academic Program: Executive MBA.
Motion Carried

Section 13
ACADEMIC PROGRAM PHASE-OUTS
Regent Beagen moved and Regent Crumm seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the notification of two (2) Academic Program Phase-Outs: BiochemistryGeneral, Bachelor of Science and Chemistry-General, Bachelor of Science.
Motion Carried
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Section 14
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Regent Crumm moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the minutes from the December 9, 2021 Finance and Investment Committee
meeting and the Working Agenda for the February 17, 2022 meeting.
Motion Carried

Section 15
2022-2023 ROOM, APARTMENT AND BOARD RATES
Regent Simpson moved and Regent Crumm seconded that the Board of Regents approve an
average increase of 3% in the occupancy rates for Residence Halls and Apartments. In
addition, approve an increase from $1,000 to $1,600 as the annual surcharge for a single unit
in the Residence Halls. The AY21 single surcharge amount was $2,500. Additionally,
approve a 4.78% average increase for meal plan rates for Academic Year 2022-2023.
Motion Carried

NEW BUSINESS AND PRESENTATIONS
TAB A
PRESENTATION: ENGAGING CIVIL RIGHTS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE NEEDS
IN SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN: THE EMU CIVIL RIGHTS & SOCIAL JUSTICE
CENTER PILOT YEAR
Dr. Barbara Patrick, presented her plans to engage ongoing and historical civil rights and
social justice issues impacting vulnerable citizens and the larger community, expand
partnerships with government and community organizations, leverage faculty research and
DEI expertise to provide workshops, training, and forums serving working professionals, and
create opportunities to promote student engagement in civil rights and social justice research
and work.
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TAB B
REVISIONS TO BOARD POLICIES
Regent Crumm moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents approve
revisions to existing Board Policies section 6.1.2 General Undergraduate Curricular
Requirements and 7.1.2 Admission Graduate Admission Standard.
Motion Carried

TAB C
INTRODUCTION: CHIEF MATTHEW LIGE
Chief Matthew Lige has been the EMU Chief of Police for six months and spoke about his
previous 22 years of service throughout Washtenaw County, in addition to programs he has
spearheaded, such as the self-defense spray initiative, personal alarm initiative, and SEEUS
improvements.

TAB D
OPEN COMMUNICATIONS
Vice President Reaume announced there were ten (10) requests made to address the Board of
Regents. Each speaker was given up to three (3) minutes each to speak.
1. Kyle Sutherland - Lack of University residence halls and apartments street addresses.
2. Danielle Dunbar - Sexual assault at EMU’s campus.
3. Jacob Goldberg - Sexual assault at EMU's campus.
4. Mia Milton - Official Announcement of the 2022 Alumni Award winners.
5. Lauren Silvia - S. Res 108-05 passed by the Student Senate strongly urging the
university to implement a minimum wage for student workers using funds from state
funding, profits from COB building sale, or revenues from block tuition.
6. Denne Lawton - Ann Arbor Learning Community, An EMU Charter School.
7. Carol Feldman - A teacher who has been with Ann Arbor Learning Community since
1998 spoke about the importance and strengths of the charter school.
8. Sherrill MacKay - A parent whose child attends Ann Arbor Learning Community
spoke about her support of the continuation of the charter for the 2022-2023 school
year, and the need for transparency regarding actions taken.
9. Katharine Brighton - Spoke about the strengths of Ann Arbor Learning Community
and the commitment of the staff on behalf of the teaching staff.
10. William LaLonde, Jr - Spoke about his child’s experience at Ann Arbor Learning
Community and addressing the termination of the Charter relationship.
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TAB E
President’s Report
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Madam Chair and Distinguished Members of the Board of Regents:
I begin by thanking our guest speakers for sharing their thoughts and perspectives. I particularly
want to acknowledge the individuals who bravely spoke on the matter of sexual assault.
As I have stated many times, these allegations are serious and disturb me deeply as your
President.
There is no place for sexual assault on or off our campus and we will continue to do everything
in our power to prevent it from happening. Our staff in law enforcement, Title IX, student
affairs, and elsewhere work tirelessly every day to try to create a safe and supportive
environment for students, faculty, and staff.
Contrary to some of the allegations, the University is steadfast in its commitment to respond to
reports of sexual misconduct. Any accusation that the University covered up crimes of sexual
assault is false.
As I have noted, the University has engaged the external firm of Cozen O’Connor, with which
the University had no prior relationship, to review and audit our Title IX and related policies,
procedures, and actions regarding these events. To date, the firm has reviewed tens of thousands
of university documents spanning four to five years, from Title IX, Greek Life, Student Affairs,
DPS, the Registrar's Office, IT, Housing, and other administrative offices. Cozen O’Connor has
also interviewed many people at the university, including current and former employees, as well
as Ypsilanti Police Department officers and representatives of the local prosecutor's offices. The
firm’s report, when completed, will be shared with the campus community. We will
undoubtedly be given recommendations about where we can do better; we will address those
head-on.
We also appreciate the concerned parents and employees of Ann Arbor Learning Community
who came forward to speak today. I want to take this opportunity to thank them for coming
forward, and also to briefly set the record straight on what the University has done, and what
it does and does not have the power to do, as AALC's authorizer.
Eastern has served as AALC's contractual charter school authorizer for 24 years. It has been
with sadness and regret that we have watched as AALC’s enrollment suffered significant
declines in recent years – from 273 students two years ago to less than 40 now. The drop in
enrollment has, in turn, had a devastating effect on AALC's finances.
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In November 2021, after much discussion with the school, EMU made the extremely difficult
decision not to renew the school's current contract. At that time, our Charter Schools Office
sent a letter to AALC laying out the reasons for the non-renewal, which takes effect at the
end of the current school year, July 1, 2022. Such a decision does not mean automatic closure
of the school - it is just a finding that Eastern can no longer serve as AALC's contractual
authorizer for this charter as of July 1st. The school may find another authorizer, wind up
affairs, or take other action. To assist the school in this transition, and pursuant to the charter
contract between the University and AALC, Eastern appointed a Conservator for the school
in December - a decision that our Board of Regents ratified today.
At no time has Eastern advocated -- nor would we ever advocate -- for a school to be closed
during the school year. Such a result is exceedingly disruptive for the students, parents, and
entire school community. We have sent letters and had numerous conversations with AALC,
its staffing company, Axios, and the State of Michigan, fiercely advocating that the school
remain open to finish out the school year. We will continue to advocate that the school
remain open as long as possible this school year, and will work with the State to the best of
our ability on this.
Again, I appreciate our speakers' time and commitment to this school.
I have several other important items to cover in today’s report.
It gives me great pleasure to announce a new position at the executive leadership level of the
University: the position of Chief Diversity Officer. It is fitting to announce this important and
exciting development during Black History Month. Supporting our diverse communities, and
embracing equity and inclusion, have been foundational building blocks of our great institution
for decades and are a source of great pride and distinction.
I am pleased to announce Dr. Doris Fields as the University’s interim chief diversity officer,
while the University conducts a national search for the permanent position. Dr. Fields currently
serves as Assistant Vice President of Academic Programs and Initiatives, and she is a tenured
professor in the School of Communication, Media, and Theatre Arts. Her areas of specialization
include interracial and interethnic communication, and intercultural communication.
She brings a wealth of experience to this role, including more than 20 years of exceptional
service at EMU. Dr. Fields will report to me with a dotted-line report to Dr. Rhonda Longworth,
provost and executive vice president of Academic and Student Affairs.
The Chief Diversity Officer’s responsibilities include developing and implementing the
University’s diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging strategic plan in alignment with the
University’s Strategic Plan, and leading the Office of Diversity and Community Involvement.
The creation of this position was recommended by the President’s Commission on Diversity,
Inclusion, and Equity, which was established in 2018. While the Commission has completed its
work, the University continues to evaluate and pursue its recommendations. This action is also
part of the University’s Strategic Plan.
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We will continue to update the campus about the timeline for a search for a permanent Chief
Diversity Officer. I thank Dr. Fields for accepting this new role and I hope everyone will join
me in welcoming her to this important position.
Our campus community has assembled a strong schedule of programming to celebrate Black
History Month. Several events remain over the next week and a half. Of special note: tomorrow,
at noon, the University will present a look at the life and legacy of Emeritus Professor Judy
Sturgis Hill, who passed away in 2019. A live social media event will take place featuring a
panel discussion about Dr. Sturgis Hill with comments from some of the many people she
touched in her distinguished career. Panelists include Dr. Doris Fields, Dr. Kathleen Stacey, Dr.
Ray Quiel, Keith Jason, and Regent Alex Simpson. Please visit the University’s Black History
Month website for details and the full schedule of upcoming events.
It is with great sadness that we acknowledge the passing of Regent Emeritus Gary Hawks, father
of current Board Vice Chair Mike Hawks and father-in-law of Sam Jensen, director of planned
giving for the EMU Foundation. As many of you know, Gary Hawks’ career revolved around
higher education. He served as Executive Vice President for University Relations at Eastern for
many years. He later served as Michigan’s Superintendent for Public Instruction on two
different occasions. He returned to Eastern to serve on the Board of Regents from 2007 to 2010.
Our deepest sympathies to the Hawks family and to his many friends and colleagues.
In closing, please join me in acknowledging alumnus Steve Klotz, president and CEO of the
Huizenga Group in Grand Rapids. Mr. Klotz recently made a $1 million gift to the College of
Business. The funds will establish the Stephen J. Klotz Financial Learning Center. The gift is
part of the University’s current comprehensive fundraising campaign, Give Rise: The Campaign
for Eastern Michigan University.
Additional information and accomplishments are listed in the appendix to this report on the
University website.
Thank you, Chair Jeffries.
James M. Smith, Ph.D.
President

Recognition
 EMU sophomore Synene Abukaram was a winner in the Dr Pepper Tuition
Giveaway program during the Big 10 Championship on Dec. 4. Abukaram took home
the $100,000 grand prize. Abukaram is majoring in athletic training and is on the
EMU rowing team.
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Interior Design students from the GameAbove College of Engineering &
Technology were recently honored with the top three spots during the 14th annual
National CET Student Awards, sponsored by the major Swedish software company,
Configura. Jillian Sitkiewicz placed first, Kelsey Shields placed second, and Olivia
Grant placed third. EMU has participated in the student rendering category of the
National CET Student Awards for the past four years and this is the third
consecutive year that all three top spots have been awarded to EMU interior design
students.



Assistant Director of the Honors College, Jieron Robinson, and three EMU Honors
College students headlined a lively 75-minute workshop on enhancing diversity and
inclusion in Honors education at the 6th Annual conference of the National Society
for Minorities in Honors (NSFMIH). Student presenters were Brianna Terrell,
president of the Black Honors Student Organization (BHSO); Ondrakus Smith Jr.,
BHSO Treasurer; and Tierra Tresvant, Honors College Diversity Equality and
Inclusion (DEI) Fellow. A generous grant from EMU Women in Philanthropy funded
the students’ travel.



The James H. Brickley Endowment for Faculty Professional Development and
Innovation awards for Fall 2021 have been announced. Recipients include:
Muhammad Ahmed (GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology),
Cassandra Barragan (School of Social Work), Danny Bonenberger, Nancy Bryk,
and Matthew Cook (Department of Geography and Geology), Dr. Quentin
Hunter and Devika Choudhuri (College of Education), Surabhi Jaiswal
(Department of Physics and Astronomy), Mary-Elizabeth Murphy (Department of
History), Dr. Heather Hutchins-Wiese (Health and Human Sciences) and
Dr. Claudia Drossel (Department of Psychology).



Part-time lecturer Yael Rothfeld from EMU’s School of Music and Dance
was named one of 25 semifinalists for the Recording Academy and GRAMMY
Museum’s 2022 Music Educator Award.



The College of Business MBA program has been named among the nation's “Best
Part-Time MBA Programs” by Fortune in its 2021 ranking. According to Fortune, the
MBA programs reflect top-notch curriculums and access to world-class business
school professors, who have a track record of seeing their alumni climb to the tops of
the Fortune 500 world.
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Of Note
 With the help of a $445,000 grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Eastern Michigan professors and students will explore how preschool-aged children
control their behavior and emotion in different environmental settings and what
contributing factors make it harder for them to lose control. The three-year research
study, led by Assistant Professor of Psychology Jamie Lawler, and Associate
Professor of Psychology Angela Staples, will involve 100 families, mainly in
Washtenaw County and neighboring cities. Undergraduate and graduate students will
help collect and observe the data related to sleep patterns, socioeconomic status and
cortisol, the body’s primary stress hormone and how these factors interact with a
child’s wellbeing.


Exposing high school and middle school students to various STEM fields is a point of
pride for the GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology. The AT&T
Foundation recognized this commitment with a $42,000 grant to support the
college’s Digital Divas program. The grant will support educational needs with the
creation of two 30-minute pilot television programs highlighting Digital Divas, a
program designed to attract more female students to STEM careers. The pilot series
will be available to all school districts throughout Michigan. In addition, EMU will
purchase and distribute after-school math kits to fifth-grade students in the coming
months.



The Digital Divas program is teaming up with CODE 313 and PNC Foundation to
create two all-girl esports teams for high school students in Detroit. Through this
collaboration, students will have the opportunity to explore areas of STEM through
the world of competitive gameplay. The Digital Divas program was founded in 2010
with the mission of encouraging girls to explore the areas of STEM. CODE 313 was
established to enrich children in computer science education like coding,
cybersecurity, robotics and virtual reality among others. They are collaborating for
the first time ever to encourage girls to explore technology through electronic sports.



EMU launched a Lori’s Hands chapter after receiving funding from the Michigan
Health Endowment Fund. Lori’s Hands creates mutually beneficial service-learning
partnerships between older adults with chronic illness and college students. EMU
students assist older adults, individuals with chronic conditions, and their caregivers
in both Wayne and Washtenaw counties with essential day-to-day activities such as
grocery shopping, housekeeping, and meal preparation. Simultaneously, clients play a
role in students’ education. Interns from the schools of social work and nursing and
campus volunteers will develop insight and empathy into chronic illness and will
develop skills relevant to their future professions.



The Feb. 10th episode of EMU Today TV, which can be found on Eastern’s
YouTube channel, features an inside look at a new $1 million gift to the Eastern
Michigan University College of Business, and outlines the University’s new
Executive Certificate in Entrepreneurship and its $25,000 venture challenge for
new startup businesses.
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The Jan. 18th episode of EMU Today TV, which can be found on Eastern’s
YouTube channel, gives viewers an inside look at “Welcome Home 2025,” a $200
million project that will transform student housing on Eastern’s campus. The episode
also features an insightful interview with Dara Munson, Chair of the EMU
Foundation Board of Trustees, EMU alumna, and President and CEO of Chicagobased non-profit Family Focus.



University Archives received an unexpected gift this year, when a volunteer for the
Veterans History Project donated roughly 150 video interviews with American war
veterans from the Ypsilanti area. Bill Vollano, himself a veteran, began collecting the
interviews just a few years after the Library of Congress established the Veterans
History Project in 2000. After taping the interviews Vollano copied them to DVDs
and submitted them to the Library of Congress but kept the originals until he chose to
donate them to EMU. Connor Ashley, a graduate student in history, has been
cataloging the donated materials. Links to the recordings are available on the
University Archives website.

Events
 Common Ground Educational Foundation (CGEF) and EMU’s Professional
Program and Training will host the first African Americans in Unions
Leadership Conference on Feb. 24-27. The four-day conference is designed for
union or non-union workers and leaders from various industries to help build
community, explore new ideas, and learn strategies and skills that will help guide
them through the challenges workers face today.


The GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology welcomed Paul Ajegba,
director of the Michigan Department of Transportation, for an installment of
TechTalk on Feb. 16. Ajegba shared his experience regarding the importance of
equity and inclusion in infrastructure investments. He discussed how MDOT builds
on success through partnerships, innovations, and mentorships, demonstrating how
engaging and recruiting talented engineers is a high priority for the department now
and into the future.



Porochista Khakpour, the author of four critically acclaimed books, participated in
the BathHouse Events Reading Series on Feb. 15.



EMU alumna and serial entrepreneur Talia Edgar led a “Cut the Cost of Branding”
workshop on Feb. 9, on how to develop your personal brand vs. your business brand,
including the ins and outs of content creation.



EMU’s celebration of Black History Month includes a wide range of virtual events
during February with programming that supports the University’s commitment to our
core value of inclusiveness and sustaining an environment that supports, represents,
embraces, and engages members of diverse groups and identities.
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McAndless Professor Dr. Kenneth Boyle presented a student workshop on
“Translating History into Cinema” on Jan. 28. Boyle offered insights into his work as
a historical consultant on the Netflix biopic of Ossian Sweet.



GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology hosted a EMU TechTalk
featuring Reuben Sarkar, president and CEO for the American Center for
Mobility on Jan. 26. EMU TechTalk, a series that launched last fall, offers students
and faculty an opportunity to hear from established and up-and-coming leaders in the
engineering and technology fields.



Tamar Manasseh, an African-American Jewish mother and Founder and Director of
“Mothers and Men Against Senseless Killings” (MASK), an organization fighting
gun violence on the streets of Chicago, presented a webinar on Jan. 24. The event was
sponsored by the EMU Center for Jewish Studies.



Dr. Ebrahim Soltani, associate professor of political science, was a guest speaker for
the Honors College Star Lecture Series on Jan. 19. He spokes about contemporary
human migration and the profound impact on the mental well-being of migrants.



Eastern presented its annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration with a variety of
events from Jan. 14-17. The keynote was given by Justin Hansford, a law professor
at Howard University and executive director of the Thurgood Marshall Civil Rights
Center.

Athletics
 Cross Country (Women): Olivia Chandler, Esme Davies, Sofia Invanko, Lexi
Seifert, and Kaitlyn St. Bernard earned Academic All-MAC honors.


Cross Country (Women): The Eagles earned U.S. Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association All-Academic honors.



Cross Country (Men): Ronald Brandal, Solomon Costa, Chris Devaney, Baldvin
Magnusson, Andy Payne, Noah Perrin, and Eddie Zuercher earned Academic
All-MAC honors.



Cross Country (Men): The Eagles earned U.S. Track & Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association All-Academic honors. Toby Gualter and Baldvin Magnusson
earned individual All-Academic honors.



Football (Men): Darius Boone Jr., Ben Bryant, Matthew Buschman, Jordan
Crawford, Dimitri Douglas, Dyland Drummond, Samson Evans, Jere Getzinger,
Alex Howie, Preston Hutchinson, Marcellus Johnson, Tanner Knue, Jimi
McAdams, Freddie McGee III, Alex Merrit, Thomas Odukoya, Jarrett Paul, TJ
Peavy, Will Racely, Chad Ryland, Michael Smith Jr., DJ Smith, Carter Stagner,
l’Shawn Stewart, Dylan Summers, Mike Van Hoeven, and Jalen Weathers earned
Academic All-MAC honors.
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Football (Men): Mike Van Hoeven was named a CoSIDA First Team Academic
All-American.



Rowing (Women): A program-record 44 rowers earned spots on the Colonial
Athletic Association (CAA) Commissioner's Academic Honor Roll for the 2021
fall semester. The student-athletes honored were Synene Abukaram, Lauren Ahern,
Rose Andrews, Hannah Barry, Kara Bishop, Emma Boerson, Laura Borchers,
Priscilla Brom, Kat Childs, Madeline Dickerson, Elon English, Reagan Fazekas,
Kristen Ford, Megan Fowler, Tiana Fox, Emily Gandy, Brianna Gracey, Claire
Greenfelder, Olivia Hansen, Brynne Harder, Mary Hemgesberg, Chloe
Hinojosa, Margaret Hoots, Payton Hopkins, Elaina Howes, Kaycee Johnson,
Alexis Kettler, Kaialani Knox, Jessica LaRoy, Evie Lemons, Libbey Lloyd,
Claire McCurley, Alexis Miller, Isabella Nothom, Caitlin Rodanhisler, Arden
Schirru, Sydney Sheridan, Abbey Simpson, Carly Summers, Ariel Sutton, Sofia
Vargas, Alexandria Walsh, and Lily Wilhelm.



Volleyball (Women): Krista Blakely, Raeven Chase, Bella Hommes, Jayden Otto,
and Kamryn Stilwell earned Academic All-MAC honors.



Eastern student-athletes recorded a 3.248 average GPA for the fall semester. 61
student-athletes earned perfect 4.0 GPAs.



The Mid-American Conference will honor the 50th anniversary of the passage of
Title IX with various programming throughout the 2022 calendar year. The year-long
commemoration will highlight the passage of Title IX and what it has meant on a
national scale, while celebrating and highlighting the success of women's athletics
within the MAC. The campaign will kick off on Feb. 2, with the celebration of
National Girls and Women in Sports Day. Throughout the year, the Conference will
honor the top 50 female student-athletes in MAC history via its social media
platforms and website.



Former EMU football player Maxx Crosby was named Defensive MVP at the
annual Pro Bowl. He is just the third former EMU football player to reach the Pro
Bowl, joining Chuck Shonta (1966) and TJ Lang (2016-17). Additionally, Crosby is
only the second player from a MAC school to collect Pro Bowl MVP honors, joining
Marshall's Randy Moss (1999).
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Chair Jeffries reminded attendees that the next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, April 21,
2022. She called for any further business to be brought before the Board. There being none,
Regent Crumm made a motion to adjourn. Regent Simpson seconded to adjourn the meeting.
Motion Carried

The meeting was adjourned at 3:13 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:

Vicki Reaume
Vice President and Secretary to the Board of Regents
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BOARD OF REGENTS

EASTERN MICfflGAN UNIVERSITY

I SECTION: 2
DATE:
April 21, 2022,

RECOMMENDATION

STAFF APPOINTMENTS
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve 22 staff appointments for the
reporting period January 1, 2022, through February 28, 2022.

STAFF SUMMARY
Of the 22 appointments, 14 (63 percent) are female and 8 (37 percent) are male.
Demographics of the total group indicate 15 (68 percent) are Caucasian, 6 (27 percent)
are African American and 1 (S percent) is American Indian or Native Alaskan.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The salaries are part of the University's 2020-2021 budget as approved by the Board of
Regents.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action bas been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
STAFF APPOINTMENTS

For Reporting Period - From to 1/1/2022 To 2/28/2022
Last Name

First Name

Job Title

eClass

Grade

AC

16

Organization Title

Current Hire Date

Annual Salary

Appt %

01/10/2022

$90,000.00

100

01/31/2022

$39,400.00

100

01/28/2022

$76,000.00

100

02/22/2022

$48,500.00

100

02/01/2022

$44,000.00

100

02/15/2022

$134,000.00

100

02/14/2022

$57,000.00

100

Labor Relations

02/14/2022

$75,000.00

100

COET Dean

01/12/2022

$65,000.00

100

01/10/2022

$44,523.00

100

Mack

Deonte

Head Coach Strength
and Condit

Richard

Bryce

Asst Coach Strenth and
Condit

AC

11

Williams

Vontrell

Assistant Coach
(Football)

AC

12

Farkas

Kathryn

Title IX Admin and Edu
Assoc

AH

CDEA2

Fabus

Jeffrey

Complex Director

AP

PFSP1

Hill

Jolia

Dir Charter Schools
Program

AP

MGIL3

Mobley

Brittany

Media Relations
Specialist

AP

PFSP2

Parker

Wanda

HR Business Partner

AP

PFHR2

West

Danielle

Dir MI Skills USA

AP

CDOP2

Harteg

Kayla

Service EMU Specialist

CS

06

Snyder

Kyle

Police Dispatcher

CS

06

Public Safety

01/31/2022

$44,523.00

100

Myers

Georgia

Custodian

FM

06*

Custodial Services

01/04/2022

$29,515.20

100

Beaudrie

Emily

BCBA Therapist, ACC

PE

09

01/04/2022

$70,000.00

100

Munce

Jeremiah

Enroll Advising Spec,
Internat

PE

08

01/04/2022

$52,213.00

100

Rindo

Jessica

International Student
Advisor

PE

08

02/28/2022

$52,213.00

100

Salsbury

Faith

Admissions Advisor

PE

07

Adm Off Campus Outrh

01/04/2022

$46,595.00

100

Dunlop

Amanda

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

01/03/2022

$46,595.00

100

James

Charnee

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

01/24/2022

$46,595.00

100

I A Strength and Cond
I A Strength and Cond
I A Mens Football
Student Affairs
Housing Admin
Charter Schools
Media Relations

Service EMU

Autism Collaborative Center
Adm Off Campus Outrh
International Students

Race

Gender

Mills

Emily

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Nickels

Timothy

Academic Advisor

PT

07

Schanke

Matthew

Network Systems
Engineer Sr

PT

10*

Stoelt

Elizabeth

Mental Health Therapist
ASP

PT

08

Stdy Chldrn and Family
Director University Advising
Infrastructure and Security
Stdy Chldrn and Family

01/10/2022

$46,595.00

100

01/17/2022

$46,595.00

100

02/07/2022

$95,000.00

100

01/03/2022

$56,805.00

100

BOARD OF REGENTS

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

I SECTION: 3
DATE:
April 21, 2022

RECOMMENDATION

STAFF SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS
ACTION REQUESTED

It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve 15 separations and retirements for
the reporting period of January 1, 2022 through February 28, 2022.
STAFF SUMMARY

Of the 15 separations and retirements there are 8 (53 percent) are females and 7 (47
percent) are males. Demographics of the total group indicate 10 (66 percent) are
Caucasian, 3 (20 percent) are African American, I (7 percent) are Asian, and 1 (7
percent) are multiple races.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

None
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION

The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Eastern Michigan University Staff Separations and Retirements

For Termination Date Reporting Period- From 1/1/2022 To 2/28/2022
Last Name

First Name

Job Title

Ecls

Grade

AC

15

IA Womens Lacrosse

Current Hire Date

Last Work Date

11/16/2020

1/7/2022

EA

Success Coach

PT

07

Prog Coord DCI, Mulitcult Aff

PE

08

Sel Stdnt Support Sv

3/1/2021

1/31/2022

PR

Diversity and Community Involvement

3/24/2017

1/11/2022

Catherine

Sr Secretary

CS

05

EA

Mathematics

5/10/2007

1/7/2022

Kelly

Daniel

Mgr Fin Anlys Comp Treas Svs

AP

CDEA3

EA

Chief Financial Officer B and F

8/28/2015

1/7/2022

EA

Keller

Erin

Academic Advisor

PT

Fleming

Frederick

Asst Coach Football

AC

07

Director University Advising

12/7/2020

2/25/2022

PR

12

I A Mens Football

3/1/2021

2/18/2022

Jameson

Jeffery

Elevator Repair/Control Spclst

EA

FM

25

Electrical

7/1/2016

2/18/2022

PR

Miller

Kathy

Hicks

LaMarcus

Coord Nursing Programs

PE

09

School of Nursing

6/16/2017

1/4/2022

EA

Asst Coach Football

AC

12

I A Mens Football

2/18/2020

2/4/2022

Krus

EA

Meredith

Academic Advisor

PT

07

Director University Advising

6/24/2019

1/28/2022

EA

Mason III

Robert

Sanitation Vehicle Operator

FM

14

Custodial Services

1/5/2004

1/21/2022

EA

Nunez

Rojelio

Assistant Coach Football

AC

12

I A Mens Football

2/6/2017

1/20/2022

EA

Bryant

Steven

Dir Diversity & Comm Involve

AP

MGIL2

Diversity and Community Involvement

6/2/2017

1/4/2022

EA

Guo

Xuyan

Accountant/Analyst

PE

08

10/11/2021

1/4/2022

TB

Jackson

Alicia

Head Coach Lacrosse

Parnis

Amelia

McKamie

Bre

Hassett

Organization Name

Controller

Race

Gender

Termination Code

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 4
DATE:
April 21, 2022

RECOMMENDATION
EMERITUS STAFF RECOMMENDATION
ACTION REQUESTED

It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to one (1) staff member:
•

Malverne Winborne, Director, Cha1ter Schools Program, Academic and Student Affairs, retired
11/30/2021.

STAFF SUMMARY

According to University policy, retiring Administration Professional (AP), Athletic Coaches (AC), Confidential
Cledcal (CC), Food Se1vice, Custodial & Maintenance (FM), Professional Technical (PT), or Clerical
Secretarial (CS) staff members who have se1ved the University for at least fifteen (15) years, may be granted
Emerin1s Staff status. Such stan1s is confened based on the recommendation of the President and approval of
the Board of Regents.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

None.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION

The proposed Board action has be reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

.l'i,7

E'Xetlitil.t.Oflicer /

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

•
!MERITUS STAFF STATUS RECOMMENDATION

The Department/Office of the Provost and Executive Vice President, Academic and Student Affairs
recommends the awarding of Emeritus Staff Status for the folJowing
retiring/retired staff member:
Name of staff member:

Malverne Winborne

Title upon retirement:

Director, Charter SchoQJs J!rognun

Date of hire at EMU: 07/01/2002

---

Retirement date: 11/30/2021

Number of years at EMU: 19__ (Minimum of IS years of service required)
Please complete the following information on the retiring staff member for whom you are submitting this
recommendation. This lnfonnation is needed for inclusion in the EMU FacyJty/StafflStudent Dim;t0ty.

Home address:
Home telephone:
Name of spouse:

E-mail address:
Vanessa Wjnbome

Degree(s)linstitutions/year: Baccalaureate:
Masters:

Psychology Morgan State University

Psychology University of MichiiOO
Doctoral:

Education and Psychology University of Michigan

Please attach 2 letters of support to this am!lication

--Rhonda Longworth__________ _Lei gh Grcde .__________
Recommended by
Date

Date

Recommended by

__See below___________
Date
Department Head and/or Supervisor

Date Submitted to Board of Regents
After the Executive Council member signs, please forward this form and letters of support to: CFO, IO 1 Welch Hall.
Upon approval of the President. the recommendation will be sent to lhe Board of Regents. Emeritus Staff status i s
contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. The above infonnation will be kept on file i n the Office of the
Chief Financial Officer.

EASTERN

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
OPF"ICEnf"'•PROVOST

March 1, 2022
To Whom It May Concern:
It is my absolute pleasure to write this letter recommending Dr. Malverne Winborne for
Emeritus Staff status upon his retirement from his role as Director of EMU's Charter Schools
Program. Dr. Winborne has made countless contributions to both EMU and area Charter
Schools In his 20 years of service and is very deserving of this distinction. He has served as a
valued advisor to senior leaders, trusted team member, innovative leader, community
spokesperson and so much more.
Or. Winborne joined EMU's Office of Charter Schools as Associate Director during a time of
tremendous growth. He worked tirelessly to ensure that EMU's Charter Schools program
provide at-risk students access to a high-quality public education within the charter schools
structure. EMU's Charter Schools reflect our unique mission, values and goals in large part
because of Dr. Winborne's efforts over the years. In what could have been a controversial
position, Dr. Winborne sought inclusion, cooperation and constructive approaches to the work
of the office. His commitment to engaging, supporting and building communities was a
hallmark of his years in leadership roles.
Dr. Winborne was promoted from Associate Director to the Director of Charter Schools in the
summer of 2010. During his time In both roles, he implemented a successful annual reporting
structure, a yearly publication that described and assessed individual schools and the overall
EMU program, enhanced board development programs and built a diverse, talented and
energetic network of school professionals and board members. His service to Eastern Michigan
University can be best summarized by his profound and abiding commitment to students. He
enjoyed visiting each school regularly getting to know students, teachers and staff. He regularly
attended board meetings and supported schools in good times and when they faced challenges.
With an encouraging smile on his face, he has guided charter school leaders and boards in
student assessment and discussions about enhancing school performance. He believes charter
schools represent unique opportunities for students through innovation and attention to
groups that might not get as much focus in other settings.
In addition to the charter schools program, Dr. Winborne has also played an important and
valued role in our EMU Community. He was frequently seen at EMU events on campus. He
worked with school leaders to create and expand the Moth Facts Challenge which brings over
300 charter school students to campus for a few rounds of healthy mathematics competition all
while exposing them to our beautiful campus and possibilities for their future.

Malverne will be remembered as a kind and open listener, a positive force for new perspectives
and for his generous support to so many of us at Eastern Michigan University. For all these
reasons, I am pleased to endorse Dr. Winborne for the award of emeritus status by the Board of
Regents.
Sincerely,

Rhonda Kinney Longworth, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice President
Academic and Student Affairs
Professor, Political Science
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197

EASTERN
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

OFFICE 1""' PRESIDENT
0

Education First

emlch.edu

February 28, 2022
To whom it may concern:
I am pleased to submit this letter in support of the request for emeritus staff status for
Dr. Malverne Winborne pursuant to Section 3.4.2.4 of 1he Regents Policies, Rules, and
Regulations. I have known Malverne professionally and personally for twelve years, and
believe that his service to 1he EMU community warrants this important distinction.
f had the pleasure of sharing an office suite with Malverne for several years, beginning
In 2010 when I began working at EMU. I quickly learned that Malverne Is a kind, funny,
and passionate man who loved serving EMU and the students with whom he worked in
our Charter Schools Office. I thoroughly enjoyed the several years we shared as "suite
mates" and, thanks to the proximity of our offices, we also began working together on
EMU initiatives.
During his nearly 20 years at EMU, Malverne worked toward, and eventually oversaw,
the growth of the Charter Schools Office. In doing so, he never took the easy route
which, in this context, would have been to establish schools that served well-to-do
students. Instead, he insisted that EMU establish and operate charter schoors that focus
on at-risk students because Malverne was driven by a professional desire to serve
students who did not have access to high quality and high-resourced public schools.
This approach required more work, but Malverne considered such work a calling and
necessity emanating from EMU's mission as an institution of opportunity.
In addition to his record of fine service in the Charter Schools Office, Malverne was also
active in other areas on campus and in the community. He often attended campus
events, launched and regularty hosted a Charter Schools math competition on campus
to expose K-12 students to EMU's campus, and served several years on the City of Ann
Arbor Public Art Commission.
tn summary, based on both my professional and personal experience, f enthusiastically
endorse Malverne Winbome's application for emeritus status.

202 Welch Hall, Yptilantl, Ml 48197• 734.487.2211
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Emeritus Staff
April 21, 2022

1

Dr. Malverne Winborne

Director, Charter Schools Program
Office of the Provost and Executive Vice President,
Academic and Student Affairs
19 years of service

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 6
DATE:
April 21, 2022

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Status to three (3) former faculty.
Faculty:
Judith Brooks (Posthumous), Professor, School of Health Sciences from 1999 to 2022 who
passed away after 23 years of service; Sock H. Chung, Professor, Department of Accounting,
Finance and Information Systems from 2002 to 2022 who retired after 20 years; and Deborah L.
de Laski-Smith, Professor, School of Visual and Built Environments from 1978 to 2021 who
retired after 43 years.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Collective Bargaining Agreement between Eastern Michigan University and the Eastern
Michigan University Chapter of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
provides that a faculty member who has served the University for at least fifteen (15) years may
be nominated for Emeritus Faculty Status upon retirement.
The nominations for these individuals have received the support of the Department Head or
School Director, the Dean of the College, and the Provost and Executive Vice President for
Academic and Student Affairs.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

March 3 l , 2022
University Executive Offic r
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
EMERITUS FACULTY RECOMMENDATION
April 21, 2022
FACULTY:
Judith Brooks (Posthumous)
Professor, School of Health Sciences
(23 years)
Doctorate
Oklahoma State University
Masters
Oklahoma State University
Baccalaureate
Michigan State University
Sock H. Chung
Professor, Department of Accounting, Finance and Information Systems
(20 years)
Doctorate
Auburn University
Masters
Auburn University
Baccalaureate
Seoul National University
Deborah L. de Laski-Smith
Professor, School of Visual and Built Environments
(43 years)
Doctorate
Michigan State University
Masters
Michigan State University
Baccalaureate
Adrian College

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
recommends the awarding of
The Department or School of Health Sciences
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
s _
o__
i
._
ro_
J_
B_
_
Name of Faculty Member: ___o
d lh_
u_
.T
_
k_
r_
, Ro_______________
_
Professor
Current Status/Rank at EMU:

------------------------

eceased )
. 2_
e_
September, 1999
22_(d_
20
._
1_
b_
F_
__
Reti ment Date: __
_ ______
--------23
Number of Years at EMU: -----(Minimum of 15 years of service required)

Date of Hire at EMU:

re

Ph.D. in Home Economics with emphasis in Food, Nutrition.
Doctoral: and Institution Administration. Oklahoma State University

Degree(s)/Institutions

M.S. in Food, Nutrition, and Institution Administration, Oklahoma State

Masters: ___..u.....
uy_________________
...
cs
e....
iv...
o...
Baccalaureate B.S. in Dietetics, Michigan State University

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty slalus is contingent Uf)On lhe approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status atler their official retirement date. This info1mation will be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.
Dr. Allee Jo Rainville

Recommended by

(please print)

Dr. Colleen Croxall

Date

r. -

.

Feb. 25. 2022
Date
Feb. 25, 2022

�

Dale

Please continue to page 2 of this application.

Updated: July 2019

Dean Mural! Nair

Dean

·3/s//ZoZZ-

Feb. 28. 2022

oate Submitted to Board ofRcgcms

Date

EASTERN

MICHIGAN UNIVt:;_RSITY --· · · -·- _

Education First

of HEALTH SCIENCES
----SCHOOL
- -emich.edu/hs

February 28, 2022
Provost Rhonda Longworth
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti. Ml 48197
Dear Provost Longworth:
I am writing this letter to recommend Dr. Judith (Judi) Brooks, RD for posthumous recognition
as Emeritus Faculty. Dr. Brooks passed away on Feb. 21, 2022, and she will be greatly missed
by her School of Health Sciences colleagues, university colleagues, students, and alumni. Judi
began teaching at EMU in 1999 and served as program director of dietetics for six years. She
was promoted to full professor in 2009 and was a visionary for our online dietetics degrees.
Judi brought a very caring and warm presence to her classes and students appreciated her
knowledge and encouragement. She advocated for interdisciplinary training of healthcare
professionals and co-developed IHHS 260 Aging to Infancy: A Life Course Retrospective, a
prerequisite course taken by many students in the College of Health and Human Services. She
mentored many undergraduate and graduate students over the years. Dr. Brooks chaired and
served on many thesis committees.
Dr. Brooks was a founding member of EMU's Autism Collaborative Center and the nutrition
member of the team that launched that facility in 2009. She is a founding. member of The
PediaTrac1'M Project, a multi- disciplinary project dedicated to creating a comprehensive, user
friendly tool for tracking infant development across key domains, one of which is feeding and
eating. In 2018 the PediaTracTM Team was awarded a $4.5 million, five year grant from the
Eunice Kennedy Shriver NICHD of the N lH. This was the first NIH RO l for EMU and Dr.
Brooks was proud to be a member of the team.
Judi's exceptional record of teaching, research, service, and collegiality over the past 23 years
has enriched and left a long-lasting legacy in the Dietetics program. Human Nutrition program,
School of Health Sciences, and the University. Therefore, the School of Health Sciences faculty
requests posthumous Emeritus Faculty status for Dr. Judi Brooks, RD.
Sincerely,

Alice Jo Rainville, PhD, RD, CHE, SNS, FAND
Professor and Graduate Coordinator of Human Nutrition
Eastern Michigan University
313 Everett L. Marsh�ll Building. Ypsilanti, Ml 48197, 734.487.4096 • Fax· 734 487.4095

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Acndemic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department or School of Accountin& Finance and Information Systems recommends the awarding of
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
Name of Faculty Member:

Sock H. Chung

Current Status/Rank at EMU: Professor
Retirement Date: 04/30/2022

Date of Hire at EMU: August 28, 2002

Number of Years at EMU: 20. (Minimmn of 1 S years of service required)
Degree(s)/Institutions

Doctoral: Auburn University, AL
Musters: Auburn University, AL
Baccalaureate: Seoul National University, Korea

Please Attach a Brief Statement ofSupport to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This infonnation will be kept on file in the Provost's
Office.

Dr. David Chou
Recommended by

(please print)

QZ/08/2022
Date
02/08/2022
Date

Provost

Date

Please continue to page 2 of this application.

Updated: July 2019

Dean

>
Date Submitted to Board of Regents

1 1. "2..
Date

EASTERN

MICHIGAN UNIV F..RSl'I:Y

Edut:.CJt/on First

D���T!\1_ENT /COMPUTER lNFORMATION SYSTEMS
cls.emlc/1.edu
0

Dr. Hung-Linn Tang
Head, Department of Accounting, Finance and Information Systems
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilnnti, MI 48107
Febniary 8, 2022
Dear Bung-Lian:
This letter is to recommend Professor Sock H. Chung to be an Emeritus Professol' nfter his retirement on
4/30/2022.
Professor Chung demonstrated his professionalism and leadership during his twenty year of work in this
department. His work and achievement cnn be revealed in tenching, research, and service area. He teaches
IS/IT strategy and management courses to students world-wide, and to do research in IT strategy and
enterprise systems. He published articles in reputable peer reviewed journals and presented his research
works at various IT/management conferences. Some of them were with Database for Advances in
lnfonnation Technology, Journal of Computer Information Systems and Journal of Communications of
Association for Information Systems.
Professor Chung hns done a tremendous job in the service area. In addition lo regular comrnitteos' work,
he spent extra time to recruit international students from South Korea. He facilitated two Korean
universities to EMU for acndemic partnerships in 2005 and 2013.
As of December 2021, 20 cohorts of over 140 Korean students from Keimyung University (KMU) and
Dongduk Women's University (DWU) graduated from EMU/KMU and EMU/DWU dual degrees in
BBA. Currently, EMU has 9 KMU and DWU students studying for their degrees.
Professor Chung accompanied EMU President Jomes Smith, and COB Deans David Mielke, Ann Balazs
and Mike Tidwel to visit KMU nnd DWU. Similarly, he assisted COB Dean Kenneth Lord to have two
new agreements with Dong�A University and Kookmin University in fall 2019, and has been working on
the two ogreement implementations. EMU expects an average of 16 -20 students each yeor from the 4
Korean universities In the future.
Professor Chung earned a bnchelor degree in engineering from Seoul Notional University, Koren, and
MBA and PhD degrees in management (MIS concentration) from Auburn University.. He wns bom in
Daegu, Korea. After honorably serving his nntive country "Korea" as anny first Iieutenon� he immigrated
to Cnnada in 1975. As an IT professional, he worked for over 20 yenrs at the IT Center of Korea Institute
of Science and Technology, Ontario Blue Cross and American Express.

-

Sincerely yours,

-. .

.

Professor ofCIS

412 Owun Building, Ypslfonti, Michlg:in 48l97 . 734.467.2454 . Fax: 734.467.1941
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION

The Department or School of Visual and Built Environments
recommends the awarding of
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired facuJty member:
Name of Faculty Member: Dr. Deborah L de Laski-Smith

-----------------------

Current Status/Rank at EMU: Professor/retired
Date of Hire at EMU: August 1978

Retirement Date: December, 2021

Number of Years at EMU: -----43
(Minimum of } 5 years of service required}

Degree(s)/lnstitutions

Doctoral: Michigan State University
Masters : MA Michigan State University
Baccalaureate BA Adrian College

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This infonnation will be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.
Suleiman Ashur

3/7/2022
Date

______

zvu

7 March 2022

.....;;...,__..;;.

Date

Date

Please continue to page 2 of this application.

Updated: July 2019

Date
Date Submitted to Board of Regents

EASTERN
MICHJGAN UNIVERSITY
Ed1tL'Uti1111 Fir.�,

SCHOOL of VISUAL AND BUILT EN\"lRONMENTS

To:

Mohamad Qatu, Dean, GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology

From:

Suleiman Ashur, Professor, School of Visual and Built Environments

cmid1.ed11

Subject: Nomination of Dr. Deborah de Laski-Smith for Professor Emeritus
Date:

March 7, 2022

The letter serves as a fonnal nomination of Dr. Deb de Laski-Smith as Professor Emeritus in the
GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology.
Dr. Deb (as she is known by her students) came to EMU in 1978 and taught for 20 years in the
Interior Design Program before serving t 7 years in administration and then returning to faculty
to complete 43 years of service. Her teaching responsibilities included undergraduate courses in
housing, integrated arts, introductory interior design, environmental psychology, residential
design, materials, professional practice, and writing. Following six years of oversight for the
university's Institutional Review Board, she taught the program and college master's and
doctoral-student research methods courses. Other graduate courses taught included design for
special needs and evidence-based design.
Dr. de Laski-Smitl1 had a number of release-time-from-teaching opportunities that involved
program coordination, assisting with university advising/Fast Track, supporting the CHHS
dean's office, overseeing the Gerontology program, coordinating research for the Alzheimer's
Program, serving as chair of Graduate Council and the GACET Faculty Council chair. From her
work with Graduate Council, Deb was offered a faculty associate position (2 years) at the
Graduate School, which became an Associate Dean for Student Affairs position (6 years). With
an administrative shift came her many interim administrative roles. These involved serving as
Interim Dean of the Graduate School for six years and Interim Dean of Health and Human
Services ( 1 year - where President Martin referred to her as Double Dean Deb), Interim School
Director for the new School of Visual & Built Environment ( I year), then overseeing both VBE
and the School of Technology and Professional Services Management (1 year), finishing
administration in TPSM for a few years.
Of her many accomplishments at the Graduate School, she is proud to have chaired the Council
of Graduate School Deans for the State of Michigan. During that time, the group facilitated for
three years a day at the Capital. This included graduate school deans and students visiting
legislators and hosting a day-long poster session of graduate student research in the hallways of
the capital to show legislators the significance of graduate education. The Governor sent a letter
and certificate of appreciation.
While at the Graduate School, Banner was implemented in 2003. Deb served on three
development teams: Student, Financial Aid, and HR. In addition, she worked with IT staff on
BOE report development to improve the available data needed by deportment heads/school
directors and faculty to make decisions. Deb assisted in Banner, Self-Serve, and BOE report
training. And in addition, Deb supported the implementation and testing of HR/Student Services
206 Roosevelt Hall, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197 • 734.487 .2490
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SCHOOL of VISUAL AND BUILT ENVlRONMENTS
emic/1.edu

online hiring/ePAFs for undergraduate and graduate student employees. Here again, she helped
to train secretaries along with department heads/school directors regarding ePaf use.
While at the College of Health and Human Services, a $9 million NIH and NCRR Recovery Act
Construction Support grant was developed and submitted to renovate the Warner Building for
research initiatives. Faculty from the interior design created floor plans while CHHS faculty
established the space and equipment lists for conducting research from all programs in the
college. While the grant was not funded, parts of the plan were used for other renovation ideas
and fund-raising endeavors. Another million�dollar grant was worked on with Wayne County
that was awarded after Deb left CHHS to return to having only one dean position at the Graduate
School. Overall, CHHS grants rose that year by 39%, and awards increased by 59%. In addition,
conversations began to initiate new graduate programs: the Doctorate of Nursing Practice (DNP)
and the Physician's Assistant Program.
Or. de Laski-Smith's areas ofresearch included working with elderly stroke survivors and
Alzheimer's patients. Her design consulting work centered around the design of special care
units, Alzheimer's centers (St. Joe), geriatric medical units (Sparrow Hospital). Working with
nursing homes and independent living faci1ities to make them more homelike has been ongoing
for 30 years. She recently worked with a doctoral student dissertation on healing gardens in
medical centers. Serving on many other doctoral dissertation committees has been a fantastic
way to finish her teaching years.
EMU, the College of Health and Human Services, Graduate Educators and support staff who
worked with graduate student admissions, registration, financial aid, hiring, etc., and the
GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology, not to forget TPSM, VBE colleagues, and
Interior Design staff, students and alumni wish to extend a thank you to Dr. de Laski-Smith for
her 43 years of working to make EMU a better place to work and study.
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SECTION: 7
DATE:
April 21, 2022

EASTERN M IC H IGAN UNIV ERSITY

RECOMMEN DATION
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES

ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Student Affairs Committee agenda for April 21, 2022 and the minutes of
the February 17, 2022 meeting be received and placed on file.

STAFF SUMMARY
The April 2 1 , 2022 agenda includes a Student Government presentation, and an Eastern
Michigan University Recreation/Intramural presentation.
In addition, several announcements will be made.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

March 3 1, 2022

University Executive O er
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Student Affairs Committee
April 21, 2022
AGENDA

1. Approval of agenda and February 17, 2022 minutes

Regent Beagen

2. Student Government Presentation

Auryon Azar &
Cedric Charles

3. Recreation/Intramurals Presentation

Don Gillette, Justin Jett,
Michelle Owens,
Charles Spencer

4. Announcements

Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents
Student Affairs Committee
In Person and Virtual meeting
Minutes of February 17, 2022

MEMBERS PRESENT
Regents:

Dennis Beagen, Nathan Ford

Administration: Dean Ellen Gold, Lucas Langdon
GUESTS
Administration: James Carroll, Meg Castro, Regent Eunice Jeffries, Rocky Jenkins, Charlie Krey, Kevin
Lawson, Regent Jessie Kimbrough Marshall, President James Smith, Cathy Steiner, Paul
Vuocolo, Ron Woody
Students:

Luis Romeo

Regent Beagen called the meeting to order at 10:02 am. The agenda for the meeting, and the minutes from
the meeting held on December 9, 2021, were approved.
Student Government Presentation
Dean Ellen Gold introduced Luis Romero, EMU Student Body President, who shared a presentation about
what Student Government has accomplished since fall 2021, and plans for the future. During the fall of 2021,
Student Government allocated funds to provide free New York Times subscriptions for students, faculty and
staff; raised and contributed over $10,000 to the Student Emergency Fund; provided financial support so that
students were able to attend Rape Aggression Defense training sessions; allocated additional funds to
provide 150 month-long bus passes for EMU students; and allocated $50,000 to the Student Government
Award for student retention efforts.
EMU Student Government partnered with Jewish Family Services to assist Afghan refugees moving into oncampus apartments. They also provided clothing, winter hats and pens to each family, along with walking
maps of Ypsilanti. They have worked with local business to create employment opportunities for these new
residents.
Plans for the Winter 2022 semester include passing resolutions to address food insecurity and partnership
with Swoops Food Pantry; lobby tabling to advertise student resources and encourage students to engage in
the upcoming Student Government election and the November midterm election; efforts to address public
health and safety on campus and in the community; attending the United Student Government Conference
that will be held at the University of Michigan-Flint; and continuing efforts to improve student retention and
decrease barriers to student success and well-being.
Regent Beagen asked how many have taken advantage of the free subscriptions to the New York Times.
President Romero replied that the program has just gotten started, so he doesn’t have this information yet.
Dean Ellen Gold pointed out how much we have appreciated the leadership of President Romero over the
last two years. He has worked on many initiatives during the COVID-19 pandemic, with a focus on what can

be done to help other people. Regent Beagen thanked President Romero for his work and encouraged him
not to lose his enthusiasm and positive spirit. Regent Ford added that it has been wonderful to work with
President Romero.
Student Life in the Student Center Presentation
Dean Ellen Gold introduced Kevin Lawson, Interim Director of the Student Center, and Charlie Krey,
Interim Assistant Director of the Student Center, who shared a presentation about Student Life in the Student
Center. The presentation focused on the four phases of a student’s life at EMU – introduction to EMU,
preparing for classes and college life, time spent on campus during the years in college, and graduation and
beyond.
The Student Center hosts many high school student events that bring potential students to campus, including
DECA State Regional Finals, Digital Divas, ECA events, Esports high school state championships, and the
Ann Arbor Public Schools AP Testing. The Conference and Event Services Office also facilitates summer
camps on campus.
Once a student is accepted to EMU, the Student Center provides many offices and services to prepare the
students for university life. Students attend Campus Life Orientations, buy books and supplies at the
bookstore, open bank accounts at the EMU Credit Union, receive academic advising at the Francine Parker
Advising Center and take care of business details at Service EMU while in the Student Center.
The Student Center helps students fully engage with campus and community life at EMU. The building has a
tv lounge, quiet study lounges, small group meeting areas, a Reflection Room, lockers, a foot wash station
and a lactation room. Commuter students, non-traditional students, on-campus resident students and
international students can all be seen utilizing the building amenities.
Students are welcomed back to campus each year with special events in September. A pumpkin carving
event is held in October, a graduation cap decorating event is held in December and April, and a Rock the
Patio Celebration is held at the end of the academic year. Student organizations have office and storage space
in the building, hold student organization meetings in the meeting rooms, and host events, including talent
shows and fashion shows in the Student Center auditorium, ballroom and on the patio. Movies are shown in
the auditorium on Friday nights, and art is displayed in the two art galleries in the building. The Student
Center also hosts major annual campus events, including the MLK Celebration, the EMU Undergraduate
Symposium, and the Celebration of Excellence Week. The Student Center employs approximately 80 student
employees, who learn many transferable skills, including leadership, communication, teamwork and event
planning.
Students can find support through the many offices located in the building. These offices include the
Disability Resource Center, the Office of the Ombuds, The Francine Parker Advising Center, Service EMU,
the Office of Wellness and Community Responsibility, the Center of Race and Ethnicity, the LGBTQ
Resource Center, the Women’s Resource Center and the Dean of Students Office.
The Student Center prepares students for graduation. Students can attend the Student Center Graduate Fair,
purchase commencement regalia at the bookstore, finalize graduation details at Service EMU and attend job
fairs held in the building. After students graduate, they return to the Student Center for Alumni Association
events, social and community events and to participate in blood drives and community vaccination clinics.
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the Student Center has taken an active part in keeping the campus
community safe. The EMU COVID-19 Testing Center is housed in the building. Between 8/12/20 and
1/11/22, 54,498 COVID-19 tests were administered at the Testing Center. Hybrid events were planned and

executed, room capacities were updated to allow for physical distancing, meetings rooms were converted to
classrooms, extra cleaning and disinfecting was implemented, and free masks have been distributed.
The Student Center supports EMU students from the beginning of their EMU career through graduation and
beyond. It is truly the hub of campus, and helps create a sense of belonging for EMU students.
Provost Longworth commented that the Student Center has focused on important values and commitments,
and thanked the presenters. Regent Beagen commended the staff members who worked on this presentation.
Provost Longworth stated that the work done in the Student Center reflects well on the community. She
mentioned the resilience and nimbleness of the staff working in the building.
Regent Ford stated that he was most impressed by the diverse and inclusive programming in the building. He
asked about how much of the space in the Student Center was utilized pre-COVID. Charlie replied that the
building was full pre-COVID. There are events in the building almost every night. Demand has been so high
that some events have been held in McKenny Hall.
The meeting adjourned at 10:52 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Michele Rich
Student Affairs Committee Recording Secretary
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

EMU Student Government
Presentation
April 21, 2022
Student Body President Auryon Azar
Student Body Vice President Cedrick Charles
1

Spring 2022 Accomplishments
● Provided another $20,000 to the Textbook Affordability
Initiative.
● Donated $2,000 in bus passes to Afghan refugees from the
Student Government President’s discretionary fund.
● Allocated $5,000 to provide free month-long bus passes for
EMU students.
● Aided seven students through the Student Government Award
Fund, resulting in $12,000 spent from the $50,000 donated.
● Contributed $6,500 to Swoops Food Pantry for new
equipment.
● Provided $3,000 for flu and HPV vaccine clinics.
2

Afghan Refugee Volunteer Assistance
● Finished moving the 12 Afghan Refugee families into

Westview and Cornell Apartments
● Working to create events to integrate refugees into the

campus community
● Picnic
● Tour of Campus

● Creating an ESL Weekend Class to help the refugees learn

and improve English

3

Elections
● Online voting opened on Wednesday, March 30 at 8:00 a.m.

and closed on Thursday, March 31 at 8:00 p.m. Students
received information via email about how to vote online.
● Senate Campaigns were robust and competitive.
● Election Referenda: Student Opinion of CAPS.

4

Future Initiatives
● 5 primary areas of focus moving into the next school year:
● Campus Safety
● Education Accessibility
● Mental Health Support
● Building Community

● Sustainability

5

Future Initiatives
● Rebuilding trust between students on campus and the Title IX
●
●
●

●

office.
Collaborating with the Holman Success Center to identify
where they most need assistance and provide funding.
Partnering with CAPS to support necessary programs and
services.
Working with Campus Life to increase outreach and partner
with the student groups to provide programs with funding and
support.
Expanding the services of Swoops Food Pantry to help those
in need and reduce meal waste, as well as expanding the
OZZI reusable container program.
6
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Student Affairs: Department of
Recreation and Intramurals
Don Gillette, Michelle Owens, Charles Spencer, Justin Jett
April 21, 2022

1

Eastern Michigan U niversity's Depa rtment of Recreation and l ntra m u rals
strives to provide the cam pus and su rrou nding com m u n ity with q uality
recreational facilities and activities which promote a hea lthy lifestyle
through partici pation i n exercise, individual and team com petitions,
ed ucational rog rams and recreational events.

REC/I M

E M U REC/I M

Our H istory

• Olds/Robb Building fi rst opened
September 1 982 ; ded icated October 1 982
• Renovated facility opened October 5, 2020

2020 Renovations
• I n 20 1 7, Student Government
voted to implement a recreation
fee to fund renovations to the
Olds/Robb Recreation Center
• $1 6,000,000 project
• New amenities include:
• Gender neutral and family
changing rooms
• M ultipurpose rooms (Mondo
Sport floori ng and hardwood)
• Table Games (table tennis,
billiards, air hockey, foosball)
• Designated esport space
• Student lounges/social
spaces
• ADA accessible equipment

2020 Renovations
• North Entrance created convenient access
to/from the hub of campus
• Open floor plan allows students to socialize,
relax and study
• ShakeSmart (opened Winter 2021 ) provides
healthy options for EMU stude nts and the
rest of the ca mpus community
• Renovated locker rooms i n Jones Pool
Natatori u m (sepa rate allocation of resou rces)
• ADA accessible
• M/W locker rooms with private showers
• Two gender neutral/family changing
rooms and showers
• Desig nated locker room and team space
for EMU Athletics Swim and Dive

REC/I M Faci l ity
• Outdoor recreation space
• Pavilion
• Fletcher Fields
• Outdoor sand volleyball and basketball courts
• Indoor recreation space
• 4 basketball courts (volleyba l l , badminton,
picklebal I , futsal , etc.)
• 3 racqu etball courts (wallyball)
• Indoor track ( 1 /1 0 mile)
• Multipurpose rooms (private workout circu it,
combative arts, yoga, dance, functional training)
• Competitive & recreational esport space
• Social space
• Fitness equ ipment: card io, free weights, &
selectorized weight machi nes

Aq uatic Faci l ities

• Home to EMU Ath letic Swim and Dive Team as well as 1 1 + club
swim/d ive teams
• Club Pool
• 6 lanes
• Hot tub
• Dry sauna
• Open Swim
• Jones Pool
• Olympic sized 50 meter pool
• 20 lanes of short (25 meters) course
• 1 O lanes of long (50 meters) course
• Diving Facility
• Notaole Events
• NCAA MAC Championship meet
• MHSAA Championship Meets
• USA Swi m/Dive meets
• 30,000+ annual visits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Who We Serve

Students
Faculty/Staff
Alumni
Com munity
Academic courses
EMU Athletics
Internal Organizations: Early Col lege Alliance
(ECA), Relay for Life, Supremacy Dance,
Greek Organizations, Ha nsori Drums, and
many more
External Organizations: Boy Scouts, Upward
Bou nd, Unified Basketball , M ichigan Parks and
Recreation, Area High Schools, Swim/Dive
meets/practices, Washtenaw Intermed iate
School District WISD etc.

Fitness Programs
I n person and virtual offeri ngs
• Popular fitness classes such as: Spinning, TRX, Sunrise Yoga
• Over 700 participants since retu rn ing to face to face classes
• Personal Training- various offeri ngs available
• Al l offerings are available through Well beats, our virtu a l p latform

Intramural & C l u b Sport Programs
• I ntra m u ra l Sports

Individual and team competitions
5 v 5 Basketball

Flag Football

Soccer

Volleyball

Softball

Dodgeball

1 ,000+ participants annually

• Club Sports
Baseball

Women's Soccer

Gymnastics

Hockey

Volleyball

U ltimate Frisbee

200+ participants annually

J

• Gen .G Partners h i p

Es ports

o Scholarship opportu nities

■ Scholarship Winners: Mia Cusenza and Joaq uin
Pizana
o Ring of Honor Reci pient: Kyle Ellicott

• Gaming lounge and dedicated Esports
facility

Dedi cated space with state of the art technology and
equ ipment
o Various recreational gaming opportu nities
o

• Com petitive Gaming

Esports Collegiate Conference
Michigan High School Esports Championship at the
Student Center
o Summer Super Smash Series
o
o

Student Use . . . By The Numbers (Fa l l 2021 )
•
•
•
•
•

3 . 1 1 cu mulative G PA for REC/ I M participants
2,698 unique student users for Fall 202 1
1 , 1 93 commuter students- 3.31 G PA
We reached 54.7% of residential students
1 1 5, 000 estimated visits for FY 2022
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
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0

Percentage of REC/IM Users by Class
34.7
23.8

Freshman

Sophomore

1 9 .3

Undergradaute

Student Use . . . By The N u m bers (Fa l l 202 1 )
Rec/lM Student Patrons By Ethnicity
Asian
5.8%

Black/Non Hispanic
27.3%
White/ Non Hispanic
51.7%
Hispanic
8.4%
Not Reported
5.0%
other
1.9%

Student Staff

REC/IM is one of the largest employers of
student workers on ca m pus!
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BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: o
DATE:
April 21, 2022

EA STERN M I C H IGAN U N l V E R S ITY

RECOMMENDATION
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE: APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES

ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Educational Policies Committee agenda for April 21, 2022 and minutes of
the February 17, 2022 meeting be received and placed on file.
STAFF SUMMARY
The primary items for the April 21, 2022 Educational Policies Committee meeting include:
Approval of the Agenda and Minutes; Emeritus Faculty Recommendations; Reappointment of
Charter School Board Member; 2021-2022 Symposium Undergraduate Research Fellowship
(SURF) Award Recipients; Summer 2022 Research/Creative Activity Awards; Commencement
Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipients; Program Phase-Outs: Visual Art Education, MA and
Simulation, Animation and Gaming, BS; New Academic Program: Animation and Gaming,
B.F.A.; and a presentation on the Degree Completion and Retention Plan.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The fiscal impact of the actions taken is listed in the appropriate sections and in the Board
minutes.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

March 31, 2022
Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Educational Policies Committee
April 21, 2022
8:30 a.m. 201 Welch Hall
AGENDA

Section 8:

Agenda and Minutes (Regent Beagen, Chair)

Section 6:

Emeritus Faculty Recommendations (Rhonda Longworth)

Section 9:

Reappointment of Charter School Board Member (Jolia Hill)

Section 10:

2021-2022 Symposium Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) Award Recipients
(Wade Tornquist)

Section 11:

Summer 2022 Research/Creative Activity Awards (Wade Tornquist)

Section 12:

Commencement Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipients (Rhonda Longworth)

Section 13:

Program Phase-Outs: Visual Art Education, MA and Simulation, Animation and Gaming
B.S. (Michael Tew)

Section 14:

New Academic Program: Animation and Gaming, BFA (Michael Tew)

Presentation:
•

Degree Completion and Retention Plan (Calvin McFarland)

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF REGENTS

EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE MINUTES
February 17, 2022
9:00 a.m.
201 Welch Hall

Attendees: Regent D. Beagen (Chair), Regent J. Kimbrough-Marshall (Vice Chair), Provost R.
Longworth, J. Carroll, A. Ducher, D. Fields, C. McFarland, V. Reaume, M. Tew, W. Tornquist, and M.
Winborne.
Regent Beagen convened the meeting at 9:00 a.m.

Report and Minutes (Section 9)
Regent Beagen requested that the Educational Policies Committee Agenda for April 21, 2022 and
Minutes of the December 9, 2021 meeting be received and placed on file.

Emeritus Faculty (Section 7)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth, Provost and Executive Vice President, Academic and Student Affairs,
recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Faculty Status to eight (8) former faculty.
Ellene Tratras Contis, Professor, Department of Chemistry from 1971 to 2021 who retired after 50
years; Steven N. Francoeur, Professor, Department of Biology from 2002 to 2021 who retired after 19
years; Linda M. Kinczkowski, Professor, School of Visual and Built Environments from 2000 to 2021
who retired after 21 years; Konnie G. Kustron, Professor, School of Technology and Professional
Services Management from 1994 to 2021 who retired after 27 years; Kemper Moreland, Professor,
Department of Economics from 1980 to 2021 who retired after 41 years; Heather Neff, Professor,
Department of English Language and Literature from 1993 to 2021 who retired after 28 years; Edward
Sidlow, Professor, Department of Political Science from 1995 to 2021 who retired after 26 years; and
Richard Stahler-Sholk, Professor, Department of Political Science from 1997 to 2021 who retired after
24 years.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Collective Bargaining Agreement between Eastern Michigan University and the Eastern Michigan
University Chapter of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) provides that a
faculty member who has served the University for at least fifteen (15) years may be nominated for
Emeritus Faculty Status upon retirement by their colleagues. Board of Regents policy provides that
other instructional employees may be nominated for Emeritus Status upon retirement for meritorious
service.
The nominations for these individuals have received the support of the Department Head or School
Director, the Dean of the College, and the Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic and
Student Affairs.

Academic Affairs Administrative/Professional Transfers (Section 5)
Dr. Kathy Stacey, Assistant Vice President, Academic Affairs (Interim), recommended that the Board of
Regents approve three (3) Administrative/ Professional transfers at the rank and effective date shown on
the attached listing.

Academic Retirements/Separations (Section 6)
Dr. Kathy Stacey recommended that the Board of Regents approve two (2) separations for the period of
December 31, 2021 through January 31, 2022.
STAFF SUMMARY
Of the two (2) separations, one (1) is female and one (1) is male. Demographics show that both are
Caucasian.

Reappointment of Charter Schools Board Member (Section 10)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth recommended that the Board of Regents re-appoint Lynette Wright to a threeyear term on the Board of Directors of the Academy for Business and Technology.
STAFF SUMMARY
According to the resolutions which establish these public school academies (charter schools), vacancies
on the Boards of Directors shall be filled by the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents.
Academy for Business and Technology
Lynette Wright is employed as a Deputy Director for the State of Michigan’s Department of Health and
Human Services in Detroit, Michigan. She earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Psychology from
Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti, Michigan and a Master of Social Work Degree from the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She has served as a missionary at Greater New Mount
Mariah Missionary Baptist Church in Detroit, Michigan since 1997. This is a re-appointment.

Ratification of Conservator for Ann Arbor Learning Community (Section 11)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth recommended that the Board of Regents ratify President James Smith’s
appointment of Jim Jung, of Recon Management Group LLC, as Conservator at Ann Arbor Learning
Community (AALC), effective December 13, 2021 and ending June 30, 2022.
STAFF SUMMARY
Pursuant to the authority granted him under Section 10.9 of the Contract to Charter a Public School
Academy and Related Documents issued by the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents
(”EMU”) to Ann Arbor Learning Community (“AALC”) dated July 1, 2020 (“Charter Contract”).
President James Smith determined, in his sole discretion and after consulting with EMU Board Chair
Eunice Jeffries, that the immediate appointment of a Conservator at AALC was necessary because the
health, safety and welfare of AALC students, property or funds, were at risk. President Smith therefore
appointed Jim Jung, of Recon Management Group LLC, as Conservator at AALC effective December
13, 2021 through June 30, 2022. The Charter Contract requires that President Smith’s appointment of
Jim Jung be “presented to the University Board for final determination at its next regularly scheduled
board meeting”.

New Academic Program: Executive MBA (Section 12)
Dr. Michael Tew, Associate Provost and Associate Vice President for Academic Programming and
Services recommended the Board of Regents approve a New Academic Program: Executive MBA.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Executive MBA (EMBA) program provides a flexible learning environment for experienced
managers ready to advance their careers and broaden their executive-level knowledge. Working
2

managers will have the opportunity to learn from graduate-level faculty who support learning beyond
the typical MBA by using simulations and project- and case-based courses for direct application to
dynamic business environments.
PROPOSAL ELEMENTS
Rationale

According to the Graduate Management Admission Council's 2019 Application trends
survey report, MBA programs continue to be the most considered and applied to
graduate programs. Overall, 4 in 5 business school candidates consider an MBA
program. The Southeast Michigan region is the best market for potential candidates for
the Executive MBA program as Detroit hosts most companies that employ the greatest
number of executives.
EMU faculty analyzed competition for the proposed program, market demand, and the
type of program desired. Only two universities are local competitors, and EMU’s price
and program length are more desirable than these. The Executive MBA market is more
stable than other types of MBAs. While enrollment in other MBAs has declined over
time, EMBAs are stable. Hybrid programs like ours are among the higher-demand
formats, as well.

Program
Distinction

Time and cost set EMU’s program apart from the other local programs. AACSB
accredits only a few EMBA programs in Michigan, but none has a similar curriculum to
EMU’s program. The other Southeast Michigan EMBA programs are cost and timeprohibitive to many students.
•
•
•
•

The University of Michigan’s program costs approximately $160,000;
Michigan State University's program costs approximately $75,000;
University of Toledo’s program costs $43,300;
Oakland University's program costs $45,500. However, Oakland's EMBA
requires 21 months to complete, whereas EMU’s proposed EMBA is an 18month program with a proposed price tag of $42,000.

Curriculum Each course in the EMBA program is based on business case studies, simulations,
Design
and/or projects requiring students to learn adaptability to different business
environments and situations while enhancing their knowledge of data-driven and
integrated business decisions. Students will take a customized project course to collect,
analyze and communicate information about real business situations and provide
strategic recommendations.
The program will operate on a cohort basis with all courses offered in an onlineintensive hybrid format. Students will take three courses per semester, with two face-toface meetings. The face-to-face meetings will take place over two weekends.
Projected
Enrollment

•
•
•

Project the number of students at initial enrollment: 15 students
The average number of students enrolled within three years: 20 students/cohort
The average number of graduates per year once the program is established: 20
students
3

Program Phase-Outs: Biochemistry-General, B.S.; Chemistry-General, B.S. (Section
13)
Dr. Michael Tew, recommended that the Board of Regents Regents receive and place on file this
notification of two (2) Academic Program Phase-Outs: Biochemistry-General, Bachelor of Science and
Chemistry-General, Bachelor of Science.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Chemistry Department implemented a significant curricular reform to increase enrolments in their
upper-level courses. As part of this restructuring, the department reduced the number of offered majors
from four (4) down to two (2). The phase out of their Biochemistry-General (BS) and ChemistryGeneral (BS) majors leaves the revised Biochemistry (BS) and Chemistry (BS) majors in place.

Discussion
Dr. Michael Tew provided an update on the Degree Completion and Retention Plan.
Regent Beagen thanked those in attendance, and adjourned the meeting at 9:45 a.m.
Recorded by: Amy Ducher, Administrative Associate to the Provost and Executive Vice President of
Academic and Student Affairs
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BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: CJ
DATE:
April 21, 2022

EASTERN M I C H IGAN UN IVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
REAPPOINTMENT OF CHARTER SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents re-appoint Angelo Powell to a three-year term on
the Board of Directors of the Grand Blanc Academy.

STAFF SUMMARY
According to the resolutions which establish these public school academies (charter schools),
vacancies on the Boards of Directors shall be filled by the Eastern Michigan University Board of
Regents.

Grand Blanc Academy

Angelo Powell is a Departmental Specialist and a Waiver Departmental Analyst at the Michigan
Department of Health and Human Services in Lansing, Michigan. He earned a Bachelor ofArts
degree in Social Work from Olivet College in Olivet, Michigan. This is a re-appointment.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

March 31, 2022

c
n1vers1ty xecutIve
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date

Angelo C. Powell

OBJECTIVE
Assist children and families in reaching their full potential individually, in the community and family by
utilizing my professional skills.

EMPLOYMENT

Departmental Specialist
Michigan Department of Health and Human Service

2018 – Present
Lansing, Michigan

Serve as the sole statewide authority and responsibility for the management and coordination of
activities related to the operations of the Children’s Home and Community Based Waiver Programs
(Children’s Waiver Program and Waiver for Children with Serous Emotional Disturbance). This position
functions as the recognized authority in development of guidelines, procedures, and evaluation
mechanisms to implement policy and management directives and federal regulations for the waiver
program. This position is responsible for the development and submission of federal waiver applications,
renewals, amendments, and reporting documents. This position is responsible for planning and training
development for Regional Prepaid Inpatient Health Plans (PIHP) and Community Mental Health Service
Program (CMHSP) staff as it relates to the Children’s Home and Community Based Waiver
Programs. This position functions as the representative for Medicaid Administrative Hearings regarding
Children’s Home and Community Based Waivers. This position also provides recommendations and
oversight for the development and implementation of quality improvement and quality assurance standards
as it relates to the Children’s Home and Community Based Waiver Programs.
Waiver Departmental Analyst
Michigan Department of Health and Human Service

2017 – Present
Lansing, Michigan

Serve as the recognize resource data analyst for the Waiver for Children with Serious Emotional
Disturbance with the Federal Compliance Program at MDHHS. Responsible for implementing the statewide
expansion project for the SED waiver. Responsible for collection, analyses, and maintaining program data
necessary to meet the federal requirements for the Medicaid Home and Community Based Waiver
Programs. Prepares reports regarding the cost and utilization of waiver services in preparation for annual
federal report and provides technical assistance to Behavioral Health Providers. Also assists with planning
and training development for Behavioral Health staff as it relates to the Home and Community Based
Waiver Programs. Participates in the clinical reviews of eligibility for new waiver consumers. Regularly
interfaces with the Web based Waiver Support Application (WSA) to monitor clinical access and activities
for the Home and Community Based Waivers and reports all IT related issues. Participate in the

implementation of the DHS, SEDW Pilot, and participate in both intra and inter-agenc workgroups.

Departmental Analyst
Michigan Department of Health and Human Service

2014 – 2017
Lansing, Michigan

Served as the recognized resource/liaison for the Department of Health and Human Services Division of
Services to Children and Families/Child Welfare Partnership and responsible for analyzing and
recommending policy and programs for mental health and related services for children in the child welfare
system, statewide, department wide for services delivered through the Community Mental Health Services
Programs (CMHSP)/ Pre-paid Inpatient Health Plans (PIHPs). Responsible for planning and providing
policy direction for projects within DHHS directed to increasing access to mental health services for
children and families involved in the child welfare system. Provide staff functions for the SEDW in
coordination with the operation of the SED Waiver in the Federal Compliance Section of the Division of
Quality Management and Planning. Responsible for technical assistance to the field regarding these
programs
Wraparound Facilitator
Community Mental Health Services of Livingston County

1997-2014
Howell, Michigan

Coordinate and facilitate interagency teams, utilizing the strength based wraparound process within a
capitated managed care model, in an effort to stabilize and reunify children in a community setting.
Responsibilities include preparing and managing monthly budgets and expense accounts, organizing and
facilitating team meetings, daily home visits, assessments, court testimony, and placement monitoring.
Client Service Manager
Community Mental Health Services of Livingston County

1991-1997
Howell, Michigan

Responsibilities include conducting assessments, developing and implementing individualized treatment
plans for seriously emotionally disturbed kids at risk of being placed out of home. Responsible for
providing situational counseling, advocacy, linking, and coordinating with community agencies including
D.S.S., Public Health, Schools, Court, etc.
Substance Abuse Therapist
Insight Recovery Centers

1991 - 1995
Saginaw, Michigan

Provided individual and family substance abuse counseling on a contractual basis. Responsibilities included
completing intake evaluations, developing treatment plans, conducting weekly treatment sessions, liaisons
to community agencies and employers, managing care, and developing aftercare plans.
Mental Health Counselor (Chemical Dependency Unit)
St. Luke's Health Center

1989 - 1991
Saginaw, Michigan

Responsibilities include member of a multi-disciplinary team providing problem solving treatment
plans for various clients. Complete initial bio -psychosocial assessments. Provide individual, group and
family counseling modalities, as well as psycho-educational didactic groups and facilitate the
development of discharge and aftercare plans.

Adolescent Mental Health Counselor
McLaren General Hospital

1989 – 1990
Flint, Michigan

Provide evaluations for adolescents 12-17 years old. Assist in the development of treatment plans as a
member of a clinical team. Conduct individual and group counseling sessions focused on improvement
of problem solving and coping skills. Responsible for direct patient care including physical
intervention. Additional experience on Adult and Adult Intensive Mental Health Units.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts
Major Social Work
OLIVET COLLEGE

CERTIFICATIONS
Bachelor’s Social Worker License

June 1989
Olivet, Michigan

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 10
DATE:
April 21, 2022

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

REPORT
2021-2022 SYMPOSIUM UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
RECIPIENTS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents accept and place on file the Report on the 20212022 Symposium Undergraduate Research Fellowship recipients.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Symposium Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) is intended to encourage
partnerships between undergraduate students and Eastern Michigan University faculty and to
facilitate student participation in the annual Undergraduate Symposium. Selected student fellows
are matched with faculty mentors in the student’s chosen field of study. SURFs engage in a
research or creative scholarly project that is of mutual interest between the student and faculty
mentor. Students are provided with a $1,000 stipend; faculty are provided up to $1,000 to
support the project. SURF positions are awarded for one year with the possibility of renewal.
As a culmination of the year’s work, SURFs present at the EMU Undergraduate Symposium.
Eleven (11) students were supported during the 2021-2022 academic year.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None. The cost of awards is fully supported by private donations to expendable funds associated
with the Undergraduate Symposium.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

___________________________________________
University Executive Officer
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

March 31, 2022
________________________
Date

Symposium Undergraduate
Research Fellow (SURF) Awards
2021-2022 Research Fellows
Through donor support, the SURF program provides an opportunity for
outstanding new and current students to extend their educational
experience and academic passion beyond the classroom.
Fundraising efforts for the fellows began enthusiastically in the fall of
2006. Supporters of the Undergraduate Symposium were excited to learn
of an opportunity to support student research at a more engaged level.
Since the program’s inception, donors have supported over 230 unique
students. We have donors who have contributed since the beginning,
those who chose to support through their estates, and even new donors
who are alumni of the program.
Selected student fellows are immediately matched with a faculty mentor
in the student’s chosen field of study. SURFS are engaged in a research
project that is of mutual interest between the student and faculty.
Students are provided with a $1,000 stipend; faculty are provided up to
$1,000 to support the project. SURF positions are awarded for one year
with the possibility of renewal.
As a culmination of the year’s work, SURFs present at the EMU
Undergraduate Symposium .

We congratulate the following students on
their research awards!

Ronia Cabansag
Sadaf Ali, Faculty Mentor
Communication, Media & Theatre
Arts
Molly Luempert-Coy & The DTE
Energy Foundation, Sponsor
Documenting Notable Figures from
Eastern Michigan University’s Past

Eastern Michigan University renamed
its Communication, Media, and
Theater Arts building in 2020 after
finding the theater’s namesake
frequently performed in blackface.
This audio documentary, completed
through an Academic ServiceLearning Partnership between WEMU
and Dr. Sadaf Ali’s CTAT 334: Radio/TV
News Writing course, highlights the
untold histories of other campus
buildings and the people whose
names they bear. Mark Jefferson,
namesake of EMU’s Science Complex,
and Judy Sturgis Hill, new namesake
of the CMTA building, are among the
featured figures. This project relies on
the university’s archives, as well as
interviews with archivists, historians,
EMU faculty, and other researchers.

Julia De La Harpe
Chistopher Robbins, Faculty Mentor
Elementary Education
Tom Sidlik, Sponsor
The Effects of Time Capsule Writing
on Identity and Mental Health

A time capsule is a form of writing that
allows an individual to document
experiences through different periods
of their life. Time capsule writing (TCW)
can benefit the mental health of the
writer, and help them to understand
their personal identity. Through studies,
benefits and drawbacks of TCW have
been observed. TCW can trigger PTSD
(Hoyt, 2011), but it can also help to
develop writing skills and a more
detailed understanding of one's identity
(Kinnear, 2004). Within my
presentation, I will draw from both
personal experience and existing
research in order to demonstrate the
links between TCW and the
development of a person's identity, as
well as the impact of TCW on mental
health.

Kyla Jones
Diane Guevara, Faculty
Mentor
Interior Design
Retirement Income
Solutions, Sponsor
Inclusivity Reimagined
using Research-Based
Design
Workplace re-entry is a
challenge as companies
bring back employees and
clients to either in-person
or hybrid workplaces. The
NEXT office suite reflects
the new post-COVID work
environment. Current
research suggests
evidence-based design
principles such as WELL,
reimagining social
support, and workplace
collaboration allow
employees and clients to
feel supported postCOVID. This project uses
various layouts to create
an inclusive environment
where one can focus,
learn, socialize, or refresh
while being socially
distanced. Using the
WELL Building Standard
#87 Beauty and Design
and #100 Biophilia
throughout the design
boosts morale,
productivity, and the drive
to come back to the office.

Peter Landor
Cara Shillington, Faculty
Mentor
Biology
William Fennel Endowment,
Sponsor
Does Size Matter? The
Effect of Size on Movement
in Tarantula

Body size plays a
fundamental role in how
organisms interact with their
environment. Larger size
often means greater
survivability due to having
fewer predators and more
diversified prey. Larger size
may also decrease an
individual’s perception of
predation, as larger
organisms tend to be more
adventurous than their
smaller conspecifics. I
examined the impact of size
on locomotory activity in
juvenile tarantulas. Sameaged siblings were divided
into three feeding groups
resulting in different growth
rates and sizes. We compared
activity among size groups.
Preliminary results indicate
larger individuals move both
further and faster than smaller
sized siblings in a novel
arena.

Eva Long
Jeffery Bernstein, Faculty
Mentor
Political Science
Ed Jakeway, Sponsor
Balancing Free Speech
and Inclusion on College
Campuses

We seek to understand the
conditions under which
students believe people
should be allowed (or not
allowed) to speak on a
college campus. These
conditions might include
the context or content of
the speech, characteristics
of the speaker, or
sponsorship by an oncampus group. We use a
think-aloud methodology.
Students are given reading
material on controversial
American figures and
asked to “think aloud” as
they read and develop their
thoughts. This allows for indepth analysis of both how
students initially approach
First Amendment rights,
and of the conclusions they
come to after pensive, out
loud thinking.

Carlos Mellado-Fritz
Katherine Greenwald, Faculty
Mentor
Biology
William Fennel Endowment,
Sponsor
The Stretch Region Within the TTD
Domain of UHRF2 is Likely a
Disordered Region

Unisexual Ambystoma salamanders
represent a unique 5,000,000-year-old
all-female lineage. They steal DNA
from males of sexual species to trigger
egg development, but the male
genome is not always incorporated
into the offspring. I genotyped
samples from Indiana and Michigan to
identify unisexual genome
combinations using PCR to amplify
microsatellites. I will compare this
recent data to older population
sampling to understand how the
composition of these populations has
changed over time. Due to global
climate change, we predict that
populations have shifted towards
having more unisexuals, since they
may be better adapted to warmer
climates than the northern-distributed
A. laterale.

Imani Peterkin
Ruth Ann Armitage, Faculty Mentor
Chemistry
Dale and Gloria Heydlauff & AEP,
Sponsor
The Method Development and
Validation of Plasma Chemical
Oxidation

The intent of this study is to confirm
the validity of a low-temperature,
minimally destructive technique to
prepare carbon-based artifacts for
radiocarbon dating. Typically,
combustion is used to prepare such
samples for dating by accelerator mass
spectrometry. Combustion completely
consumes the sample, leaving nothing
for further analysis. In order to preserve
some of the sample being dated, we
are testing a technique called plasma
oxidation in the Archaeological
Chemistry lab at EMU. By comparing
dates obtained from textiles and rock
paintings by the combustion process
to those we measure from plasma
oxidation, we can determine whether
our approach is a reliable alternative.

Olivia Robinson
Susan Booth, Faculty Mentor
Arts Management
William Fennell Endowment,
Sponsor
Where Art Creates Community: An
Overview of EMU AMA’s Redirected
Branding Strategy

Over the COVID-19 Pandemic, The
EMU Arts Management &
Administration Department realized
that despite our remoteness, art
continues to foster community. With
this fact in mind, EMU AMA set goals
for the 2021-22 academic year,
including creating brand awareness,
unlocking career opportunities for
students, and recruiting individuals
with artistic and managerial passions.
Collaborating with the School of
Communication, Media, & Theatre
Arts, Division of Communications, &
AMA alumni, EMU AMA is now one
step closer toward locating &
executing our branding & marketing
potential. This presentation intends to
introduce our new branding concept &
highlight the arts’ true impact at EMU
& beyond.

Nico Slowik
Eric Acton, Faculty Mentor
English Linguistics
Ian Pendelton & Vertex
Pharmaceuticals, Sponsor
Factors in the Form of Requests and
Directives in the Gaming Community

Brown & Levinson’s (1987) politeness
theory claims that the politeness of
peoples’ requests/directives depends on
how involved the request/directive is,
how socially close the interlocutors are,
and the power relations between them. I
investigate politeness in players’
requests/directives in online multiplayer
gaming via the gaming group OfflineTV.
Refining Brown & Levinson’s theory, I
identify three additional crucial factors in
the degree of politeness of players’
requests/directives: the
(non-)cooperativity of the game, the
urgency of the request/directive, and the
importance of the request being carried
out. For instance, urgent and important
requests correlate with hyper-politeness.

Anneliese Vogler
Alice Jo Rainville & Olivia Ford,
Faculty Mentors
Dietetics
Bank of Ann Arbor, Sponsors
Knowledge, Beliefs, and Behaviors
Related to Hypertension in Michigan
Filipino Americans

Ahmad Zalt
Carla Damiano, Faculty Mentor
World Languages
Tom Layher, Sponsor
Life Experiences of East German
Citizens in Pre- and PostReunification Germany: Gabriele
Eckart’s Novel Vogtlandstimmen

Filipino Americans are at higher risk of
hypertension (HTN) compared to other
ethnic groups. This online survey of
Filipino American residents of
Michigan (n=50) assessed
respondents’ health and nutritionrelated knowledge, beliefs, and
behaviors. Sixty-six percent of
respondents reported two or more
behavioral risk factors of HTN.
Knowledge of these risk factors was
assessed using six questions and thirty
percent of respondents got two or
more incorrect. Sixty percent of
respondents agreed that Filipino
Americans are at higher risk of HTN.
The data indicated that there is a need
for education on behavioral risk factors
and misconceptions.

A writer, poet, and novelist, Gabriele
Eckart is a former East German citizen.
Previously, I explored the intricacies of
Eckart's experiences with State
censorship in the former GDR –
experiences which led to her escape
to West Germany in 1987. In 2021,
Eckart published a new, experimental
novel entitled Vogtlandstimmen. The
main characters' commentary reveals
(re)sentiments and attitudes of the
novel's archetypal East German
citizens who live in the PostUnification present, and whose
current situations have resulted from
the ramifications of their changed
political reality. This study explores
the widespread dissatisfaction of the
East German population after
reunification as revealed in this novel.
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DATE:
April 17, 2022

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

REPORT
SUMMER 2022 RESEARCH/CREATIVE ACTIVITY AWARDS
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents accept and place on file the Report on the 2022
Summer Research Awards.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Summer Research/Creative Activity Award (SRA) is intended to encourage and support the
research, creative, artistic, and scholarly endeavors of full-time tenured or tenure-track EMU
faculty during the summer months (May-August) by providing stipends of $1 2,000 for
outstanding proposals in lieu of summer teaching assignments. Faculty may apply in teams.
Each team member is allowed to request a full award, but each benefiting member must submit a
full electronic application.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None. The cost of the fellowships is contained in the instructional budget.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

March 3 I , 2022
University Executive O er
R honda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER 2022 RESEARCH/CREATIVE ACTIVITY AWARDS

I. Munther Abualkibash, (lnfonnation Security and Applied Computing). "Effective Phishing
Website Detection Based on Machine Learning Techniques."
2. Brittany Albaugh, (Chemistry). "Measurement of cellular UHRFl and H4K20me3
interaction."
3. Amanda Allen, (English Language and Literature). "The First #WeNeedDiverseBooks:
Librarians of Color and the Forgotten Diversity Movement in Midcentury Junior Novels''
4. Mohammed Noraden Alsaleh, (Information Security and Applied Computing). Towards Safe
and Effective Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response."
5. Fathi Amsaad, (l nfonnation Security and Applied Computing). "Securing Current and Next
Generation Smart Power Grid Infrastructure against Hardware-based Remote Access
Trojans."
6. Eamonn Arb le, (Psychology). "Culture-Fair, Perfonnance-Based Assessment of Dementia
among Black Older Adults."
7. Cassandra Barragan, (Social Work). "DeveJopment of a Validated Measure for the Social
Impact of Fitness-Related Activities for Socially Marginalized Populations"
8. Ashley Bavery, (History and Philosophy) "An Uneasy Alliance: Black and Immigrant
Muslims in the 1960s."
9. Svetlana Beilfuss, (Economics). ''Opioid Overdose Mortality and the Role of Minimum
Wage Laws, Pharmaceutical Marketing, and COVID•l 9."
10. Ovidiu Calin, (Mathematics and Statistics). "Stochastic Geometric Analysis with
Applications."
1 1 . Jie Cao, (Information Security and Applied Computing). "Privacy Protection for Automatic
License Plate Recognition."
12. Karen Ann Craig, (Accounting and Finance). "Retail Investors Impact on Stock Demand and
Stock Returns."
13. Claudia Drossel, (Psychology). "Better living with Osteoarthritis: Iterative Development of a
Treatment Manual."
14. Cory Emal, (Chemistry). "Varietal Honey Fingerprinting from Authentic Sources using
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR)."
15. Brendan Fay, (Fine Arts). "Lessons in Photography: A Museum Exhibition on American
Photography, Abstraction, and Photographic Education."

16. Sarah Ginsberg, (Special Education). "Applying, Conducting, and Disseminating Research:
A Workbook for Clinical Educators."
17. Jillian Graves, (Social Work). "Using Simulation to Educate Social Work and Management
Students in Addressing the Mental Health needs of Non-healthcare Essential Workers."
18. Iman Grewel, (Teacher Education). "NEXT Scholars Program: Impact Study."
19. Emily Grman, (Biology). "Prairie Legumes and their Multiple Mutualists."
20. Kelly Grossman, (University Library). "Neurodiversity and the user Experience: Exploring
how Academic Library Interfaces Serve Neurodiverse Students."
21. Jonathan Hall, (Biology). "'Crashing the party: Conservation ofCalifornia condors in
residential habitats."
22. Jenni Hoffman, (Nursing). "An Innovative Community Health Nursing Virtual Reality
Experience: A Mixed Methods Study."
23. Khairul Islam, (Mathematics and Statistics). "Analysis of Elder Caregivers' Characteristics in
the United States with Complex Survey."
24. Sandra Jackson, (Music and Dance). "lbe Clarinet Pedagogy Handbook: A Resource for
Music Educators, Adult Beginners and Professional Clarinetists."
25. Surabhi Jaiswal, (Physics and Astronomy). "lnitiating a Low Temperature Plasma Facility
for Research and Teaching at Eastern Michigan University."
26. Raed Jarrah, (Visual and Built Environments}. "Best Practices in Planning Volunteer-Driven
Construction Projects."
27. Alicia Jones, (Health Sciences). "The Effects ofDance Participation on Movement and
Quality of Life in Individuals with Neurological Disorders."
28. Marianne Laporte, (Biology). "Sex-specific Trait Evolution in Silene latifolia: A CURE Lab
Approach to Retaining Diverse Scientists at EMU."
29. Sheila Longpre, (Health Sciences). "Identifying Occupations of Children with and without a
Diagnosis of Cancer: A Mixed Methods Approach."
30. Rebecca Louick, (Special Education). "Math and Science Motivation Among Adolescents
with Leaming Disabilities: The Role of Teachers."
3 1 . Mary-Elizabeth Murphy, (History and Philosophy). "Black Health Matters: African
American Women and Health Care Activism in the Long Twentieth Century."
32. Paul Price, (Biology). "A Broad-Based Strategy for the Induction of Silent Antibiotics from
Bacterial Genomes."

33. Pejman Rezakhani, (Visual and Built Environments). "Exploring Relationships Between
Social Vulnerability and Longer Disaster Recovery Period Among Minorities After Valley
Fire in California."
34. Gabrial Rudebusch, (Chemistry). "Development of Potential Anti-Tumor Agents Through
Cascade Microwave Synthesis."
35. Meriah Sage, (Communication, Media and Theatre Arts). "Pushing the Limits: Michael
Chekhov's Acting Technique in Rehearsal and Performance."
36. James Saunoris, (Economics). "Measuring U.S. Underground Economies: A state-level
Analysis."
37. Joel Schoenhals, (Music and Dance). "16 Navajo Etudes for Piano."
38. Hannah Seidel, (Biology). "A community-science approach to the genetics of snake stripes.»
39. Rita Shah, (Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology). "Comparing Black Codes, Jim
Crow Laws, and Conditions of Supervision."
40. Ebrahim K. Soltani, (Political Science). "A Comparative Study of Race and Subjective Well
being.''
41. Macarthur Lamar Stewart, (Engineering Technology). "An innovative CAE method to
analyze 3D printed transtibial sockets.''
42. Christina Topolewski, (Social Work). "A Content Analysis of State-Level Policies: Hospital
Visitation Policies for People with Disabilities during the COVID-19 Pandemic."
43. Audrey Viguier, (World Languages). "Occitan Pamphlets Project."
44. Shu Wang, (Political Science). "Interlocal Collaboration for Climate Change Actions in
Michigan Metropolitan Areas.')

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 1 .,
DATE:
April 21, 2022

EASTERN M I C H IGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER AND HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve Mr. John Tuttle as Commencement
Speaker at the April 30, 2022 commencement ceremony. In addition, it is recommended that the
Board award an honorary Doctor of Commerce degree to Mr. Tuttle.
It is recommended that the Board of Regents award an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
degree to Dr. Donald Loppnow at the April 30, 2022 commencement ceremony.
STAFF SUMMARY
Biographies for Mr. Tuttle and Dr. Loppnow follow.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

March 31, 2022
University Executive Officer

Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date

John Tuttle, Vice Chairman & Chief Commercial Officer, NYSE Group
John Tuttle is Vice Chairman and Chief Commercial Officer for NYSE Group.
As member of the executive leadership team, Tuttle leads the commercial outreach and business
development of NYSE Group. In this role, he oversees NYSE's Global Listings, Capital
Markets, and Exchange Traded Products businesses and is responsible for managing the
Exchange's relationships with more than 2,400 NYSE-listed companies and overseeing the
creation of new offerings in emerging and growing sectors of the economy.
Since joining NYSE in 2007, Tuttle has served in a succession of roles including Chief
Operating Officer, Global Head of Listings, Chief of Staff, Head of Corporate Affairs, and as
Managing Director of Global Affairs and Government Relations for NYSE Euronext, then-parent
company of the New York Stock Exchange as well as five other financial exchanges in Europe.
Prior to joining the organization, Tuttle held various roles in the United States Government,
including at the United States Department of State and at the White House.
Outside of work, John tries to spend as much time as possible with his wife, Abigail, and their
children -- ideally in his native and beloved Michigan.
John holds a MBA from the University of Notre Dame ('07) and BBA from Eastern Michigan
University ('04).

Biography for Dr. Donald Loppnow
Dr. Donald Loppnow, earned a Bachelor of Science
degree from the University of Wisconsin, a Master of
Social Work from Washington University, and a Doctor
of Philosophy from the University of Michigan. He
joined Eastern Michigan University in 1974 as a lecturer
in sociology with nearly ten years of experience in the
field of social work with an emphasis on child social
services. Don rose through the academic ranks to
professor of social work, the position he held at the time
of his retirement in 2014. He was instrumental in
founding the Department of Social Work, now the School
of Social Work and served as its first Department Head. It
was under his leadership that EMU was recognized as a
national leader in undergraduate research in the field of
Social Work.
Don came into University-wide leadership in 1990 when he was named interim director of the
Office of Research Development, which encourages and supports faculty grant writing, and
associate director of the Institute for the Study of Children and Families. In 1997, he became
associate vice president for Extended Programs and added a half-time appointment as assistant to
the president for strategic planning in 2000. Don was tapped by the Board of Regents to serve
briefly as acting president in 2004, and then became the senior executive for strategic planning
and continuous improvement from 2004-2006. He served as provost and vice president for
academic affairs from 2006-2009, with a change in title to executive vice president in 2007. Don
was asked, again, to provide much needed leadership as interim president until 2008. After
returning to the provost position, Don’s intent was to step down in 2009 in order to return to
faculty. His return was delayed for one year when he agreed to serve as vice-president for
advancement and executive director of the EMU Foundation.
Don’s leadership and administrative skills have been widely respected among the campus
community. Once again, he agreed to serve as interim president until the arrival of EMU’s 23rd
President on July 1, 2016.
While Don’s commitment to EMU for more than 40 years is extensive, his contributions to the
community are equally commendable. He has served in leadership roles on the Board of
Directors for the Riverside Arts Center, the Ypsilanti Area Community Fund, Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of Washtenaw County, the Ann Arbor Hands-on Museum, the Ypsilanti Historical
Society, the Ann Arbor Area Community Foundation and the 109-year-old town-gown
organization, the Twenty Club. He has also served on the boards or committees of Dawn Farm,
HelpSource, Ann Arbor Child and Family Services Coordinating Council, Junior League of Ann
Arbor, Washtenaw United Way, and more. Don’s participation in these organizations has proven
him to be a hands-on leader and invaluable in strategic planning, grant writing, financial
oversight, diplomacy, and manual labor when needed. In addition to his skill in bringing groups
together, his patience, calm demeanor and fair, measured approach to complaints and
controversy have moved these organizations forward.

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 15
DATE:
April 21, 2022

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES

ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Faculty Affairs Committee minutes for October 14, 2021 and the agenda
of the April 21, 2022 meeting be received and placed on file.

STAFF SUMMARY
The topic for the April 21, 2022 Faculty Affairs Committee meeting is Faculty Engagement in
Enhancing Public Safety at EMU.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

March 31, 2022

University Executive Offi e
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Faculty Affairs Committee
April 21, 2022
10:30 a.m.
201 Welch Hall

AGENDA

Section 15:

Agenda and Minutes (Regent Simpson)

Discussion Topic: Faculty Engagement in Enhancing Public Safety at EMU
Presenters:
Dr. Marilyn Corsianos, Chair of Public Safety Oversight Committee, co-chair of Faculty Senate Ad hoc
Committee on Police Oversight, and grant recipient
Dr. Kevin Karpiak, Southeast Michigan CriminAI Justice Policy Research ProjecT (SMART), co-chair of
Faculty Senate Ad hoc Committee on Police Oversight, and grant recipient
Dr. Daryl Barton, Faculty Senate representative to Public Safety Oversight Committee

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF REGENTS

FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE MINUTES
October 14, 2021
8:00 a.m.
20 l Welch Hall

Attendees: M. Crumm (Vice Chair), Regent D. Beagen, Regent N. Ford, Regent E. Jeffries, President
J. Smith, Provost R. Longworth, M. Corsianos, J. Carroll, A Ducher, M. El-Sayed, S. Gray, M. Higbee,
S. Jefferson, K. Judd, C. Neufeld, B. Patrick
Regent Crumm began the meeting at 8:00 a.m.

Report and Minutes (Section 7)

Regent Crumm requested that the Faculty Affairs Committee Agenda for October 14, 2021 and the
Minutes of the April 22, 2021 meeting be received and placed on file.

Discussion Topics

The discussion focused on the Faculty Senate Task force on Campus Climate, Race and Diversity Issues
Video Series: Culture of Belonging. The presentation was led by Dr. Christine Neufeld and included
members of the video production team Drs. Kristi Judd, Barbara Patrick, and Stephen Jefferson.

The faculty shared their experiences creating the video series. The videos address EMU diversity
specifically by featuring our students as experts talking about the challenges they face at EMU, as well
as sharing their insights about how faculty can help them feel like they truly belong. The videos also
feature EMU faculty experts who provide conceptual frameworks and concrete tips for how we can do
this work. The committee viewed Part I: Creating a Sense of Belonging in the Classroom, which was
aimed at introducing EMU faculty and instructors to the work we must do to make EMU a truly
welcoming place for members of historically marginalized communities.
Regent Crumm thanked those in attendance and adjourned the meeting at 8:45 a.m.
Recorded by: Amy Ducher, Administrative Associate to the Provost and Executive Vice President of
Academic and Student Affairs

Public Safety
Oversight Committee

Southeast Michigan
Criminal Justice Policy
Research Project
(SMART)

Final Report of the EMU
Faculty Senate Ad Hock
Committee on Police
Oversight

Eastern Michigan University's Public Safety Oversight Committee (PSOC) was established by a
March 25, 1992, resolution of the Board of Regents, and by Mi.cb..igan law
.(httP-://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S..(i31rgt2y.:wogagDarv2e4bsal).)/mileg..g_spx?
P-agEgetObject&objectName = mcl-390-1511).. The scope and purpose of the Committee, as
described by the statute, is to receive and address any grievances brought against EMU public
safety officers and/or the University's Department of Public Safety. The results of the findings of
the PSOC are reported to the University's President. Michigan law also requires that members
of the PSOC be elected by the faculty, students and staff. As of November l, 2020, the PSOC
members are:
• Marilyn corsianos, (faculty), mcorsiano@emich.edu(mailto:mcorsiano@emich.edu). Chair
• Ellen Forsman, (staff), eforsman@emich.edu (mailto:eforsman@emich.edu?subject=). Secretary
• Elizabeth Radzilowski, (staff), etav.lo45@emich.edu (mailto:etav.1o45@emich.edu?subject= ).
• Colton Ray, (student), rmv.22@emich.edu (mailto:crav.22@emich.edu?subject=).
• Jack Swartzinski, (student), jswartzi@emich.edu (mailto:jswartzi@emich.edu?subject=).
• Daryl Barton, (faculty), dbarton@emjch.edu (mailto:dbarton@emjch.edu?subject=).
• Jeffrey Ammons, (ex-officio, Legal Affairs), jammons2@emich.edu
.(mailto:jammons2@emjch.edu).
• Doug Wing, (ex-officio, DPS), dwing_@emich.edu (mailto:dwing.@emich.edu).

To file a complaint, please complete the following form:
Citizen ComP-laint Form (lpolice/citizen-complaint-form/index,RbP-1

Email emu _ psoc@emich.edu (mailto:emu _ psoc@emich.edu) .
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Executive Summary

In September 2020, in response to growing national concerns o n the state of policing and racial
equality in the United States, the Faculty Senate of Eastern Michigan passed the "Resolution to
Create the Ad Hoc Committee to Assess Community Police Oversighr, which found the current
state of civilian oversight at Eastern Michigan University to be out of step with national trends in best
practice for an inclusive and racially just community. To address this situation, the Resolution further
called for the creation of an Ad Hoc Committee which would have as its charge to document current
challenges to the full functional success of the Public Safety Oversight Commission as it currently
exists and to outline national trends in best practice for addressing these challenges. It was explicitly
included that this latter charge "may include recommendations for the process whereby public safety
at EMU can be aligned with national best practices. 1 n This is the final report of that Ad Hoc
Committee.
To carry out its charge, the Ad Hoc Committee conducted research on the history, functions, and
operations of the PSOC, alongside an analysis of national best practices in civilian oversight as
outlined by the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE) 2 •
Research methods used to analyze the PSOC included a review of available documents, a survey3

of past and present members, and focus groups with past and present members. Particular attention
was given to examining member participation and experience in PSOC, the complaint review
process, PSOC structure and jurisdictions, and member evaluations of the PSOC performance.
The Ad Hoc Committee's research resulted in a number of notable findings. For example, it found
that, while PSOC has generally been in compliance with Michigan State Law, with a few notable
points in need of clarification, it has been most recently in violation of its own ratified bylaws,
especially those regarding the frequency of meetings and the election of representatives.
Additionally, the Ad Hoc Committee found several of the PSOC's powers as defined by the bylaws
have gone underutilized and effectively defunct. For example, the power to conduct hearings during
the complaint review process was seemingly unknown to several PSOC members. Most importantly,
the Ad Hoc Committee found the narrow charter of the PSOC to be out of step with national
guidelines for police oversight bodies, especially such standards for transparency and community
inclusion.
Based on these findings, the Ad Hoc Committee recommends that immediate steps be taken to align
the PSOC with its own bylaws and resolve outstanding legal questions about its composition and
operations. The Ad Hoc Committee further recommends a series of actions aimed at expanding the
scope and proactive vision of the PSOC- particularly in its efforts at transparency, community
outreach and inclusion-so as to be better aligned with national best practices for civilian oversight of
law enforcement. Taken together, the Ad Hoc Committee believes that such actions would enable
EMU, through the organ of PSOC, to foster a truly participatory dialog about the nature of public
safety.
1 Resolution to Create the Ad-Hoc Committee to Assess Community Police Oversight (9/9/2020)
2 See especially, National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. "Thirteen
Principles for Effective Oversight.ff Washington, D.C.
3
See the Appendix
3
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Background
Committee Charge
On September 9th, 2020 the Eastern Michigan University Faculty Senate passed a resolution to
create an Ad Hoc Committee to Assess Community Police Oversight4 wherein it was resolved
that:
"in order to help align public safety at Eastern Michigan University with
contemporary best practices, Faculty Senate will solicit up to five volunteers for an
ad hoc committee charged with (1) documenting current challenges to the full
functional success of the Public Safety Oversight Commission as it currently exists;
(2) Outlining national trends in best practice for addressing these challenges. This
latter may include recommendations for the process whereby public safety at EMU
can be aligned with national best practices5• n
It was further resolved that "the Ad Hoc Committee bring to the Faculty Senate a report listing its
findings and recommendations by December 2, 2020. 6" At the September 23rd meeting of the
EMU Faculty Senate, Dr. Marilyn Corsianos was appointed by the Senate to the Committee and
the appointments of Ors. Blackmer, Karpiak and Okopny were confirmed7 •

Methods & Evidence
The committee created a 47-question survey organized into three main sections: "Demographic
information", "Experience with the complaints process", and "General Experience and
Evaluation"8• In addition, the survey included a recommendation to participate in one of a series
of Focus Group conversations. Due to a lack of an institutional archive of past committee
members, invitations were sent out to only those past committee members that could be
identified via the Ad Hoc Committee Members' personal records9• Focus Group meetings of
approximately one hour each were held between Nov. 10-17, 2020. These were designed to
further develop and provide extended detail to responses from the initial survey. Focus Group
conversations were structured around three general topics: "Participation in the PSOC,"
"Complaint Review Process," and "Evaluation" 10 • Finally, the Ad Hoc Committee made use of
documentary evidence, largely consisting of the past and current bylaws of the PSOC 1 1 •

4 See the Sept. 9, 2020 Minutes of the EMU faculty Senate
5
Resolution to Create the Ad-Hoc Committee to Assess Community Police Oversight (9/9/2020)
6
Ibid
7 See the Sept. 23, 2020 Minutes of the EMU Faculty Senate
8
See the Appendix
9
In total, the Ad Hoc Committee sent out invitations to 34 current and former PSOC members.
to See the Appendix for a list of Focus Group questions and the Focus Group Protocol established by the
Ad Hoc Committee
11
See the Appendix for these various versions of PSOC bylaws.
4
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Changes to PSOC in Interim
In the interim between the establishment of the Ad Hoc Committee and the publication of this
report, EMU administration has taken several initiatives geared towards reinvigorating
Administration support for the PSOC. These have included:
• On October 8th, 2020 University Communications circulating an email inviting the
EMU community to participate in a general election of PSOC nominees 12 • This
was the first such open call to participate in such an election.
• On October 16, 2020 Legal Counsel emailed the newly elected PSOC members
and called for an organizational meeting to elect a Chairperson and a Secretary,
and to suggest that the PSOC review its own guidelines particularly as they
related to the election of PSOC members. He further added that the "current
PSOC guidelines create undesirable issues as it relates to timing, and selection
of student nomination, that made this election a bit difficult to carry out."
Members were also notified that EMU Legal Affairs holds an ex officio member
position on the PSOC and that they "generally participate" but "don't deliberate
with the Committee" and that they don't vote. Members were further informed
that the PSOC Guidelines require a DPS employee to serve as an ex officio
member. A copy of the PSOC guidelines/bylaws was attached.
· • On November 6, 2020, President Smith emailed the newly elected members of
PSOC, honoring them for their commitment and reasserting the importance of
their work. President Smith also informed the committee that EMU'S Associate
General Counsel, Jeff Ammons, in addition to one DPS employee, would serve
on PSOC as an ex-officio member, and that Mr. Ammons would be a helpful
resource to the committee. This was the first such documented instance of such
administrative support.
• On November 9, 2020 PSOC met for its first organizational meeting with the
newly elected PSOC members, Legal Counsel Jeff Ammons, DPS Police Chief
Bob Heighes, and EMU Police Lieutenant Douglas Wing.
• On November 12, 2020 Chief of Staff informed the Chair of the PSOC committee
that a PSOC website was created, as well as a dedicated email account for
PSOC (EMU PSOC@emich.edu). and that the campus community would soon
be notified about the PSOC election results and the role of the PSOC. On
November 18, the Chief of Staff informed the Chair of the PSOC that the email to
the campus community had been delayed due to the new pandemic orders from
the State that forced the administration to devote time to COVID response and
mitigation but provided a draft message that had been prepared and asked for
input.
• On November 19, 2020 the Chair of the PSOC inquired about the location of the
PSOC website since it could not be located under EMU's Public Safety website.
12

See the Appendix for email documentation pertaining to this section
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The Chief of Staff informed the Chair that the website was under EMU's Legal
Affairs website but agreed to also add it to the DPS website.
• On November 20th, 2020 University Communications circulated an email to the
broader campus community announcing the elected members of the PSOC,
pointing to the newly created website, and offering some context and background
for PSOC and its work. On November 30, 2020 Chief of Staff informed the Chair
of PSOC that the DPS website had been updated to include a direct link to the
PSOC website.

Findings and Recommendations
The Ad Hoc Committee has provided findings and made recommendations according to two
distinct standards: one vis-a-vis the minimum requirements as outlined under Michigan law13
and standing PSOC bylaws14 ; the other vis-a-vis professional best practice as outlined by the
National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE) 1 5 •

Minimum Standards
Minimum Legal Standards under Michigan Law
The Ad Hoc Committee understands the most relevant applicable state law to be the "Public
Safety Officers Act 120 of 1 990", or MCL 390.1511 Public safety officers; powers and authority;
determination; public safety department oversight committee. Sec. 1 1 6 , which gives public 4year institutions of higher education the authority to "grant the public safety officers of the
institution the same powers and authority as are granted by law to peace and police officers to
enable the public safety officers to enforce state law and the ordinances and regulations of the
institution of higher education". A key prerequisite of this authority is outlined in subsection 3 of
the Act, which reads:
"The governing board of control ofan institution of higher education shall not grant
the powers and authority described in subsection (1) to the public safety officers of
the institution unless, before those powers and authorityare granted, the governing
board provides for the establishment of a public safety department oversight
committee. The committee shall be composed of individuals nominated and
elected by the faculty, students, and staff of the institution. The committee shall
include 2 students, 2 members of the faculty, and 2 members of the staff. The
committee shall receive and address grievances by persons against the public
13

Most especially the "Public Safety Officers Act 1 20 of 1990", MCL 390.1511 Public safety officers:
powers and authority: determination; public safety department oversight committee. Sec. 1 .
14
See the Appendix for past and current versions of PSOC bylaws
15
See especially, National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. "Thirteen
Principles for Effective Oversight." Washington, D.C.
16
http://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(320qgmmzkpj20i3ymrli3h2c)}fmileg.aspx?paqe=shortlinkdisplay&docn
ame=mcl-390-1 51 1
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safety officers or the public safety department ofthe institution. The committee may
recommend to the institution that disciplinary measures be taken by the institution
against a public safety officer who is found responsible for misconduct in office."

Findings and Recommendations vis-a-vis the Legal Requirement Standard
Using this standard, the Ad Hoc Committee finds the past practice of EMU's PSOC to be
generally in accordance with Michigan State Law. For each of the years for which we have
been able to acquire records1 7, there appears to have been an official PSOC body with fonnal
membership consisting minimally of 2 students, 2 staff and 2 faculty. In addition, these
members appear to have been generally nominated to the body by democratically elected
bodies such as the Faculty Senate, Staff unions, and Student Government.
However, several key questions require further clarification: First, it remains unclear to the Ad
Hoc committee whether the term "elected" in MCL 390.1 5 1 1 refers to a general and open
election process for the entire body, or whether nominations coming from otherwise recognized
bodies are sufficient. The PSOC Guidelines provide contradictory infonnation regarding this
process. Second, the law seems unclear as to whether additional members may be elected to
the body, for example in the fonn of "alternates". Third, the jurisdiction and authority of the
PSOC remains, in the opinion of the Ad Hoc Committee, partially opaque. This is especially the
case when the activities of EMUPD off campus are taken into account. For example, it is not
clear whether members of the broader Ypsilanti community, though potentially subject to
EMUPD authority even when off campus, may place a complaint with PSOC nor what form of
representation they are legally allowed within the body.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends Legal Counsel seek
clarification and duly circulate resolutions to the following questions:
o

Does MCL 390.1 5 1 1 refer to an open election or can duly nominated individuals
from named bodies be sufficient?

o What is the legal status of "alternates" under both Michigan law and the PSOC
bylaws?
o

What is the clearly stated jurisdiction and authority of PSOC, especially in
relation to off campus activities and individuals?

PSOC Bylaws Standard
The Ad Hoc Committee also evaluated the practices of the PSOC relative to its own bylaws.
One challenge in this regard was that those bylaws have not been made publicly available. On
July 9, 2020, before the creation of the ad hoc committee; Dr. Karpiak placed a request with
legal counsel for a copy of the current PSOC bylaws. On July 1 5, 2020, after being cleared by
1

7 However, it is worth noting that these records are partial and Incomplete. See the section Pubic
Reporting and Transparency below for further recommendations on this matter
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The Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") Office of Eastern Michigan University, the current
bylaws, being adopted on Jan 13, 2016, were released in an email to him 18. The Ad Hoc
Committee, during the course of its evaluation, was able to obtain additional copies of PSOC
bylaws dating to 1 996 and 20151 9 •

One relevant component of the bylaws adopted Jan 13, 2016 pertains to the minimally required
occurrence of an annual organizational meeting. The bylaws state that:
The first meeting of the committee each academic year will be an organizational
meeting. It will be called by the University Attorney as soon after the beginning of
the Fall semester as practicable. At this meeting the officers ofthe Committee shall
be elected and other such organizational matters as necessary shall be decided.
Any pending business shall also be brought forth, as necessary.
In addition, the bylaws stipulate in great detail the process by which various organizations within
the EMU community can nominate members, and that those nominations are to be confirmed
via a campus-wide vote. For example, the bylaws state that:
Each election cycle, each unit above shall designate a single nominee and a single
alternate. Then, the campus community shall elect two committee members from
among the Student Unit nominees; two from among the Faculty Unit nominees;
and two from among the Staff Unit nominees. EMU's Legal Affairs Office shall
collect all nominations, administer the campus-wide election, and tally the votes.
All nominations shall be submitted no later than November 1 in any given year.

Findings and Recommendations vis-a-vis the PSOC Bylaws
In evaluation of these materials, two sets of concerns were raised by the Ad Hoc Committee:
one set having to do with their concordance with Michigan State Law, the other set of concerns
pertaining to recent practice relative to PSOC bylaws20• As for the first of these concerns,
regarding the concordance of PSOC bylaws with Michigan State Law, the Ad Hoc Committee
found that, although there appears to have been some past discordance, current PSOC bylaws
do not appear to violate state law either in spirit or letter. For example, while the bylaws
enacted on June 28, 1996 appear to violate the rules set forth in MCL 390. 1 51 1 as to the body's
composition, this problem appears to have been corrected by at least the revision approved on
Dec. 9, 2015.
The Ad Hoc Committee found more concerning the disjunct between recent practice and
existing bylaws. For example, the Ad Hoc Committee found that, in apparent violation of its
bylaws, the PSOC has not consistenUy met the minimally required annual organizational

18

See the Appendix for both a copy of this request and the current bylaws
See the Appendix.
20
In many instances, the Ad Hoc Committee found current PSOC bylaws to be in discordance with
national best practice standards. For more discussion of these, see the section entitled Standards under
National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE) principles of effective
oversight, below.
19
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meeting outlined in its bylaws21 • It is also the Ad Hoc Committee's finding that recent practice
has not followed the guidelines pertaining to the nomination and election of PSOC members.
The Ad Hoc Committee's concerns are inclusive of the election occurring during the Fall 2020
semester, as neither the nomination process nor the general election appear to have been held
in accordance with PSOC guidelines.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC's working bylaws
be shared publicly via the newly created PSOC website. This recommendation may
extend to an archive of previous working bylaws22 •

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends PSOC institute a regular
meeting schedule, at the very minimum to meet the requirements of the existing bylaws.
Ideally this meeting schedule would be shared publicly via the University calendar. This
may include changing its bylaws to establish more frequent and regular meetings
beyond the one required meeting per year, and regardless of complaints investigations.

•

Recommendation: The PSOC should also conduct yearly reviews of its policies,
priorities, and procedures, taking into consideration evaluations from complainants and
assessing their adherence to Procedural Justice principles.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends earlier, more proactive, more
consistent, and more widespread communication about the nomination and election
process for PSOC members. This should include direct communication to the
nominating bodies as well as broad publicity through University communications,
including both email and social media23 •

Standards under National Association for Civilian Oversight of
Law Enforcement (NACOLE) principles of effective oversight
The Faculty Senate resolution which commissioned this Ad Hoc committee begins by noting
that
"... recent movements have centered the call to re-imagine, re-invest and re-structure
public safety in all its forms, including university-based police departments. National
examples of these include the #8Can'tWait24 campaign, statements from professional
organizations, 25 policy recommendations such as "Changing the Law to Change Policing:

21

This deficit was corrected during the course of the Ad Hoc Committee's investigation.
For a further discussion of Ad Hoc Committee recommendation for transparency and institutional
record keeping, see the below section entitled Public Reporting and Transparency.
23
For more recommendations for how contractually identified partners may be more fully incorporated
into the work of PSOC, see the below sections entiUed Sustained Stakeholder Support, Community
Involvement, and Community Outreach.
24
"#BCan'tWait: A project of Campaign Zero" https://8cantwait.org/
25
See especially the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement's (NOCALE) "Civilian
Oversight of Law Enforcement Necessary for Meaningful Reform" (June 2, 2020)

22
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First Steps,w, and Congressional bills such as the "People's Justice Guarantee"27• On
the State level, these have included recent proposals far reform from the Department of
Attorney General, 23 the Office ofthe Governor,29 and Michigan Senate30• Locally, this has
included calls from governmental badies31 and community arganizatians32 as well as our
awn academic Departments33. "
We have taken this statement to highlight the need to go beyond current legal minimum
standards in public safety to ensure broad participation and transparency in a way that assures
the safety, well-being and consent of all members of the EMU community. Furthermore, the
stipulation that the Ad Hoc Committee's duties may include "Outlining national trends in best
practice for addressing these challenges... pncluding] recommendations for the process
whereby public safety at EMU can be aligned with national best practices" led us to search for
established standards that could provide a groundwork for such assessment. The National
Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE), the largest professional
association and certification board for civilian police oversight practitioners, suggests 1 3
principles for effective oversight34. It is therefore useful to evaluate the ad hoc committee's
findings in relation to these principles.

Independence
According to a 2020 report from NACOLE35,
https:f/d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.neVnacole/pages/1 /attachments/original/1 591 1 34883/NACOLE Floyd
Press Release FINAL 20200602.pdf?1591 1 34883
26
"Changing the Law to Change Policing: First Steps" (Note especially the recommendations at the "local
level" aimed at municipalities include "accountability systems")
https://Jaw.yale.edu/sites/defaulVfiles/area/center/justice/documenUchange to change final.pdf
27
"Rep. Pressley Launches A Bold, Progressive Criminal Legal Reform Resolution: The People's Justice
Guarantee" (November 14, 2019) https://pressley.house.gov/media/press-releases/rep-pressley
launches-bold-progressive-criminal-legal-reform-resolution-people
28
"Nessel Announces First Seven Proposals for Police Reform in Michigan" (June 16, 2020)
httos://www.michigan.gov/ag/0.4534.7-359-92297 99936-531996-,00.html
29
"Governor Whitmer Expands Law Enforcement Commission to Include Civil Rights Director,
Community Leaders" (June 12, 2020) httos://www.michigan.gov/whitmer/0,9309,7-387-90499-531 785,00.html
30
"Irwin on Senate passage of bill to improve police officer training" (June 4, 2020)
https://senatedems.com/irwin/news/2020/06/04/irwin-on-senate-passage-0f-bill-to-improve-police-officer
training/
31 "Ypsilanti City Council hosts public forum on police reform" Eastern Echo June 20, 2020
http://www.eastemecho.com/article/2020/06/ypsilanti-city-council-hosts-public-forum-on-police-reform
"Ann Arbor council prepares for possible battle with union over police reform" MUve.com July 7, 2020
https://www.mlive.com/news/ann-arbor/2020/07/ann-arbor-council-prepares-for-possible-battle-with
union-over-police-reform.html
32
•Local leaders discuss what's next for racial justice in Washtenaw County" by Sarah Rigg of On the
Ground Ypsilanti https://www.secondwavemedia.com/concentrate/featu res/racialjusticewashtenaw.aspx
33
Cf. Department of Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology Statement on Police Brutality, June 2020
34 Angelis, Joseph De, Richard Rosenthal, and Brian Buchner. 2016. •civilian Oversight of Law
Enforcement: Assessing the Evidence." Washington, DC.
35 National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. "Thirteen Principles for Effective
Oversight." Washington, D.C.
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"One of the most important and defining concepts of civilian oversight
enforcement is independence. In its broadest sense, it refers to an absence of real
or perceived influence from law enforcement, political actors, and other special
interests looking to affect the operations of the civilian oversight agency. In order to
maintain legitimacy, an agency must be able to demonstrate the extent and impact
of its independence from the overseen law enforcement agency - especially in the
face of high-profile issues or incidents."
The Ad Hoc Committee found that, while generally PSOC members reported a sense of
independence in the complaints-review process, there were reported incidents in which EMUPD
has, in the past, influenced the activities, priorities and recommendations of PSOC. This has
included attempts to a priori establish the parameters of the investigative process and potential
disciplinary recommendations.
• Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC should consistently
emphasize and enforce the bylaw stipulation whereby non-committee members
(including ex officio members) should be present only by invitation and should not be
present during the review process or be allowed to comment on recommendations
before they are submitted.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC and the Office of
the President (to which it reports) should work collaboratively to develop ways to
strengthen the operational independence of PSOC, emphasizing the need to be a topic
of continued consideration and vigilance. This conversation should include discussion of
PSOC's relation to EMU Legal counsel, including clarification of each body's roles and
responsibilities during each stage of an escalating complaint (up to, and including
lawsuits, etc.)

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC should organize
the content and frequency of its meetings so as to allow time for setting its own
independently generated proactive priorities.

Clearly Defined and Adequate Jurisdiction and Authority
NACOLE suggests that,
"An oversight agency's jurisdiction and scape of authority are crucial to its success
and effectiveness. While expectations regarding civilian oversight can vary
significantly, having adequate jurisdiction and authority are fundamental in
achieving organizational goals and ensuring the oversight agency can be
responsive to communities . ... An agency that is not given sufficient authority and
jurisdiction to perform its mission simply cannot be effective. While there is no "best"
oversight model for all contexts, stakeholders must ensure that the level of authority
an oversight agency has in relation to its core oversight functions permits the
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agency to successfully perform its duties to the greatest degree possible and
without limitation36• n
The Ad Hoc Committee found that, with a few important exceptions, the Jurisdiction and
Authority of PSOC has been relatively well defined. The most notable of these exceptions is
the fact that the power to conduct hearings during the complaint review process was seemingly
unknown to several PSOC members. This is an important aspect of oversight powers,
necessary for the adequate execution of its authority.
Among the remaining questions includes those pertaining to the participation of and
responsibilities to community members not formally affiliated with EMU. This raises special
concern for matters of determining who can file complaints with the PSOC as well as whose
voices can be heard in their policies and decisions37 •
In addition to the above challenges, the Ad Hoc Committee finds that the Jurisdiction and
Authority of PSOC has been narrowly defined, focusing exclusively on reacting to complaints
forwarded to it by EMUPD, in such a way as to be Inadequately aligned with national best
practices, as represented in the NACOLE principles discussed in this report.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC seek clarification
with Legal Counsel clarifying its responsibilities, jurisdiction and authority in relation to
community members not formally associated with EMU.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC explore ways its
jurisdiction and authority might be expanded so as to be more adequately aligned with
national best practices. This may include changing its bylaws to establish more frequent
and regular meetings regardless of specific or pending complaints, so as to allow PSOC
to set its own priorities, facilitate intra-committee communication, allow outreach, make
space for identifying patterns, and address other of the NACOLE principles discussed in
this report.

Unfettered Access to Records and Facilities
NACOLE recommends that,
"Unfettered access to the subject law enforcement agency's records is vitally
important for effective civilian oversight. . .. The ability to review all records relevant
to an investigation or other matters within the scope of a civilian oversight agency's
authority in a timely manner is essential to providing effective, informed, and fact
driven oversight. Similarly, agencies performing correctional oversight must have
unfettered access to facilities and staff. Without timely and reliable access to

36

Ibid.
For more discussion of these challenges and Ad Hoc Committee recommendations pertaining to them,
see the section entitled Community Involvement
37
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department records, information, and facilities, oversight practitioners and
volunteers cannot make decisions that meaningfully address areas of concem38."

The Ad Hoc Committee found that in the majority of instances PSOC members were satisfied in
their access to evidence they considered necessary to make their final decision. However,
there have been instances in which PSOC members voiced a desire for additional information
which they were denied. This has included information regarding past disciplinary records,
personnel records relating to internally identified "problem behaviors", and employment histories
of affected employees, as well as direct access to individuals involved in standing complaints.
Additionally, the Ad Hoc Committee found that the ultimate source of such roadblocks remains
unclear, perhaps stemming from multiple legally mandated restrictions, including: Federal law,
Michigan state law, and EMU labor agreements with the Police Officers Association of Michigan.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the President's Office
work alongside EMUPD and University Legal Counsel in order to formally assure
PSOC's unfettered access to all records and data legally possible.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC, in collaboration
with the Office of the President and Legal Counsel, explore ways to make such
information available when PSOC deems it necessary to the adequate completion of its
charge. This could include, as warranted, advising the EMU Collective Bargaining Team
of its importance as a point of concern in its next contract negotiation with the Police
Officers Association of Michigan. It may also include encouraging the Office of the
President and its State Legislative team to explore the possibility of amending provisions
in state law that block such access.

Access to Law Enforcement Executives and Internal Affairs Staff
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"The effectiveness of civilian oversight can hinge on an agency's ability to
effectively communicate with law enforcement officials regarding matters of
concern identified throughout the course ofthe oversight agency's work. Sustained
dialogue and communication between law enforcement and oversight
stakeholders promotes cooperation and ensures that those involved can develop
mutual understanding and supporl for each other's role in promoting greater
accountability. Legislation establishing civilian oversight should require that law
enforcement agencies provide timely, written, and public responses detailing why
a parlicular recommendation was either accepted or rejected .... These responses
are crucial to informing the public of how, if, and why or why not issues identified
by the civilian oversight agency will be addressed39."

38 National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. "Thirteen Principles for Effective
Oversight." Washington, O.C.
39 Ibid
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The Ad Hoc Committee found that, although PSOC bylaws allow for the body to request the
presence of affected parties, in practice access to law enforcement staff has been inconsistent
over the course of PSOC's operation, in large part dependent on the decisions of the EMUPD.
It also found that communication of and justification for final decisions have not been adequately
circulated.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that terms of access be made
explicit and regularized, with priority given to making as available as possible under
labor agreements and applicable law, including such law as pertaining to individual
privacy.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that it be made standard
practice to communicate final decisions of the President, along with their justification to
all PSOC members and affected parties.

Full Cooperation
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"In addition to having access to relevant records and department executives,
effective civilian oversight requires the full cooperation of all officers and
department staff throughout the course of its work. 6 Full cooperation is necessary
for conducting thorough investigations and obtaining sufficient information for any
work performed by the civilian oversight agency. The conditions of such
cooperation must respect due process rights and an individual's constitutional right
against self-incrimination. Cooperation with civilian oversight should be a condition
of employment far all officers and staff within the agency's jurisdiction40. "
The EMU Ad Hoc Committee found little evidence for concern pertaining to cooperation.
However, while the Ad Hoc Committee applauds recent efforts on the part of EMU
administration to support the work of PSOC41 , it finds that such efforts draw a stark contrast with
previous practice which did not maintain lines of regular communication nor take steps to
proactively inform the EMU community about the existence of PSOC and its mission.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends continued exploration of ways
that the President's Office can support the overall mission of the PSOC. Such
opportunities may be more easily identified through establishing more regularized
avenues of communication, though which PSOC goals, priorities, and needs may be
conveyed.

Sustained Stakeholder Support
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
40 tbid
41

See especially the section entitled Changes to PSOC in Interim
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"Ongoing engagement with and support from stakeholders regarding local public
safety and law enforcement-related issues is an important component of
effectiveness. An otherwise we/I-designed civilian oversight mechanism can be
undermined over time by a lack of meaningful support from those who can
contribute to an agency's success . ... While establishing and supporting civilian
oversight may be politically expedient in times of crisis, successful oversight
requires the sustained support and interest of stakeholders who value
independence, accountability, and transparency.... An agency's ability to maintain
this support may be a function of its outreach to those stakeholders. Maintaining
productive relationships, even in times where disagreement and conffict may be
unavoidable, will be crucial to future problem-solving, cooperation, and
collaboration on key issues42. "
The Ad Hoc Committee found the largest challenge to sustained stakeholder support to be the
general problems of recruitment and outreach43 • For example, knowledge of and participation in
annual elections to PSOC has been irregular across the University. Among the stakeholders
identified in MCL 390.151 1 and PSOC bylaws, the Ad Hoc Committee found the sustained
support of student stakeholders to be especially problematic. The Ad Hoc committee further
found that the challenge of sustained student support to be largely a structural one, stemming
less from student abilities or enthusiasm than from a relative lack of support for their functional
inclusion.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends the President's Office, Legal
Counsel and PSOC work together in order to develop practices whereby recruitment to
the PSOC is made more transparent and broadly understood. This should include wider
communication about the existence of the PSOC, its purpose, and the responsibilities
attached to participation.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends efforts to communicate to
each prescribed stake holding body (Faculty, Staff, and Students) the need for, and
duties of, elected alternates.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the President's Office, in
cooperation with PSOC and Student Government, explore ways to invest in, support,
and enable sustained student participation.

Adequate Funding and Operational Resources
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"Allocating sufficient resources to civilian oversight is a crucial determinant to
effectiveness . . •. To ensure that work is being performed thoroughly, timely, and at
42 National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. "Thirteen Principles for Effective
Oversight." Washington, D.C.
43
See the sections entitled Community Outreach and Public Reporting and Transparency for a further
discussion and recommendations on this issue.
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a high level of competency, adequate resources are necessary. Political
stakeholders must ensure that their support far civilian oversight includes a
sustained commitment to provide adequate and necessary resources. Providing
adequate funding can signal a commitment to reform that may lead to greater
cooperation by law enforcement executives and unions.... Similarly, civilian
oversight agencies must have the resources ta retain experienced professional
staff, provide staff and volunteer board or commission members with adequate
training an a regular basis, perform community outreach, and disseminate public
reports and other outreach materials in order to be effective44. "

The Ad Hoc Committee found that PSOC participants generally reported adequate funding and
resources for past activities. However, as noted, the Ad Hoc committee finds these activities to
have been so narrowly defined as to be inadequately aligned with national best practices. For
example, there have been no efforts at offering training in or guidelines for civilian oversight of
law enforcement for PSOC members. To address such problems, this report envisions an
expanded scope and charter for the PSOC. One result of this expansion is likely to be a
significant increase in the workload of PSOC participants. While the Ad Hoc Committee does
not find this increased workload to be itself problematic, it does highlight the need to consider
additional ways to support the work of faculty, staff and students on PSOC.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends the President's Office work
together with members of the PSOC in order to re-evaluate the required funding and
operational resources necessary to assure the continued success of PSOC.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends the allocation of resources to
support, at minimum, basic training in the responsibilities and challenges of civilian
oversight of law enforcement for members of the PSOC, such as that offered by the
National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE).

Public Reporting and Transparency
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"An independent entity bringing transparency to a historically opaque process is a
fundamental goal and component of civilian oversight. Civilian oversight provides
a unique opportunity far the public ta leam about misconduct complaints and other
areas of the law enforcement agency that serves the community. As such, issuing
regular public reports is critical ta an agency's credibility. ... A civilian oversight
agency should, at a minimum, issue one written report to the public each year....
Reports should be written in an accessible manner that allows the public to clearly
understand the agency's authority, purpose, procedures, and accomplishments. In
addition, they should include as much information related to the agency's mandate
and operations as can be disclosed by law, including patterns and trends in
44 National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. "Thirteen Principles for Effective
Oversight.· Washington , D.C.
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complaints or discipline, the agency's recommendations and activities for the year,
and issues that may be of concern to the public. Sufficiently resourced oversight
agencies should seek to produce more frequent reports and, where appropriate,
issue special reports on specific matters such as the findings of a particular policy
review, audit, or investigation45. "

Along with the related dimensions of Community Outreach and Community lnvolvement46 , the
Ad Hoc Committee found the issue of Public Reporting and Transparency to be one of the areas
in which the past practice of PSOC diverged most widely from current national standards of best
practice. Up until quite recently, there was no easily accessible public vehicle describing the
existence of PSOC, nor adequate opportunities for members of the public to be appraised of its
activities and decisions47• PSOC bylaws were not publicly disseminated nor easily accessible48 •
Neither PSOC membership nor its activity have been described in any publicly oriented way,
leaving the broader EMU community generally unaware of the PSOC's existence,
responsibilities, and operations. Furthermore, the Ad Hoc committee finds this lack of public
awareness to culminate in a situation where the broader EMU community may have concerns
about the operations and the state of public safety on campus more generally.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the newly established
website be further developed in order to accentuate the degree of public transparency
and reporting associated with the PSOC. This should include: a copy of the most
recently approved bylaws governing PSOC activities as well as a link to relevant state or
even Federal law; a form via which individuals might submit a complaint direcUy to
PSOC; a description or link to the PSOC meeting schedule; an archive of current and
past annual reports (as described in the recommendation below). The PSOC should
also work with IT Services to consider ways to increase the public profile of the PSOC
within the EMU web ecosystem.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends the PSOC explore more
robust mechanisms for assuring the long-term institutional memory and archive of PSOC
activities. This should, as minimum. include records of all past PSOC members. It should
also include an archive of past meeting minutes, even if they must exist under special
protection due to concerns for confidentiality.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC publish annual
reports detailing its membership and activities over the course of the year. The Ad Hoc
committee recommends that this include aggregated data on the cases they've
examined, with personally identifiable information removed.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC develop a more
frequent and regular meeting schedule and that this schedule be posted to the University

45 Ibid
46

See the sections Community Outreach and Community Involvement below.
See the section Changes to PSOC in Interim for these most recent changes
48
See especially the section PSOC Bylaws Standard
47
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calendar for public access. The Ad Hoc committee also recommends that aspects of the
PSOC activities not associated with confidentiality concerns be made open to the public
and that at least some of those meetings have time reserved for public comment.

Policy and Patterns in Practice Analysis
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"Performing analyses of law enforcement policies and patterns in practice may be
among the most critical functions a civilian oversight agency can perform . . .. Such
analyses have great potential to advance the goals of effective civilian oversight
by addressing systemic problems of law enforcement agencies and by formulating
recommendations that will improve relations with communities. By performing
data-driven and evidence-based analyses of specific issues, oversight agencies
can pinpoint areas of concern and formulate recommendations for improvement.
Ta hold the overseen law enforcement agency's executives accountable, timely,
written responses to the oversight agency's recommendations should be required
and made public:49. "
The Ad Hoc Committee found no evidence of past PSOC activity devoted to either Policy or
Patterns in Practice Analysis, which suggests a wide divergence from national standards of best
practice in civilian oversight of law enforcement. The Ad Hoc Committee finds that this deficit is
in large part because such analysis was not in the past considered within the scope of PSOC's
charter, suggesting that this may need to be explicitly incorporated into PSOC bylaws if it is to
be adequately addressed.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC consider
revising existing bylaws so as to reflect a broader mandate. This revised mandate would
incorporate a proactive approach to reviewing policies, patterns, etc. and making
recommendations on them.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC regularly
apportion meeting time for policy and patterns in practice evaluation as part of a more
frequent and regular meeting schedule at least partially open to the public. In addition to
allowing time for analyzing existing policy and for identifying patterns in practice, an
expanded meeting schedule would allow PSOC to better set its own priorities 50 , facilitate
intra-committee communication51 , and allow outreach52•

49 National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. "Thirteen Principles for Effective
Oversight.· Washington, D.C.
so See the related recommendation in the section Independence
51
As, for example, outlined in recommendations in the Full Cooperation and Public Reporting and
Transparency and Sustained Stakeholder Support sections
52
As detailed in the recommendations in the Community Outreach and Community Involvement sections
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Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC pay special
attention to patterns in disciplinary outcomes within EMUPD, and that these should be
included in its annual report as anonymized data published in aggregate form.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC work with
EMUPD to develop early intervention mechanisms which incorporate PSOC findings on
patterns in practice analysis in order to identify potential systemic problems.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC work alongside
EMUPD to make publicly available (through either or both organization's website)
EMUPD policies on use of force, de-escalation, training, sensitivity to racial & gender
factors, and disciplinary procedures.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC work with
EMUPD to publish data on police activity and employee demographics
(race/ethnicity/gender/residency). This could be as part of an annual report or via
another publishing mechanism such as the PSOC or EMUPD website.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC lead a broader
community-engaged discussion on the types of data most useful for assessing and
establishing trust in public safety, as well as how to best communicate and share it

Community Outreach
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"In many cases, civilian oversight is established amid community calls for greater
accountability following a high-profile incident involving local law enforcement ....
As an institution representing the interests of the local community, conducting
outreach to the community and local stakeholders is essential to effective civilian
oversight. . .. Outreach enables an oversight agency to build awareness of its
existence, share reports and findings with the public, build relationships with
stakeholders, recruit volunteers, solicit community input and involvement, facilitate
learning and greater understanding, broker improved relationships, build
coalitions, and develop a greater capacity for problem-solving . . .. These functions
are crucial to an agency's transparency, credibility, responsiveness, accountability,
and accessibility, and overall ability to successfully maintain public support and
legitimacy53. "
The Ad Hoc Committee found that Community Outreach has been entirely absent from PSOC
activities to date. While the Ad Hoc Committee finds this deficit to be the result of a narrowly
defined mandate and not willful neglect, it further finds that this deficit has the potential to
undermine public confidence in the PSOC and, more generally, public safety on campus. A
chief problem in this regard is the relative lack of awareness, until perhaps very recently, of the
53 National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. 2020. 'Thirteen Principles for Effective
Oversight." Washington, D.C.
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PSOC and its activities. This relative lack of awareness, the Ad Hoc Committee finds, may
leave community members with the impression that there are no mechanisms in place through
which their concerns might be addressed, leaving them effectively estranged from participation
in the broader EMU community.
•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends the PSOC explore ways to
use the newly existing website as a portal to the broader community. This should
include a set of static resources available to concerned individuals, as well as more
dynamic and interactional content that can elicit broader engagement. The PSOC
should consider whether a social media presence could enhance this dynamic content.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends the PSOC begin to
incorporate outreach into its regular activities. This should include informational
sessions open to the general public as well as workshops, seminars, or presentations
hosted by specific community partners and stakeholders.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the PSOC regularly host
listening sessions with various stakeholders at EMU and the broader Ypsilanti
community in order to better understand community priorities and goals for public safety.

Community Involvement
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"Effective civilian oversight requires community involvement.... Community and
stakeholder input regarding how civilian oversight should function and which
accountability issues it should address will result in the creation of a "best fit"
oversight system that can meet community needs and expectations. Without
sufficient involvement of those most interested in and impacted by local issues
regarding law enforcement, it is unlikely that civilian oversight will be able to
successfully accomplish its goals54."
The Ad Hoc Committee found that Community Involvement is largely absent from the operations
of the PSOC given the narrowly defined mandate in which "community" consists largely of the
few individuals elected as the legally mandated representatives to the body. However, national
best practices indicate that community involvement should be conceived as a more far-reaching
activity, extending beyond even the constituent bodies named in PSOC bylaws and Michigan
state law to all those groups potentially affected by the practices of EMUPD. The Ad Hoc
Committee further finds that, since the activities of EMUPD extend off campus, and since
EMU PD is of a comparative size and resource base as Ypsilanti City PD, it potentially affects
the broader Ypsilanti community in ways that are not yet fully understood. Finally, the Ad Hoc
Committee finds this situation especially concerning given the potential that there be a
significant portion of the broader community affected by EMUPD without significant formal input
into its oversight body.
54 Ibid
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Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC work together with
the President's Office and EMUPD in order to build bridges to a large array of
community partners. This should include, first and foremost, the EMU student body, but
should also include the larger Ypsilanti community.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC, in cooperation
with the President's Office and EMUPD, should work to identify potential community
partners. This may include, among others, the Ypsilanti Police Advisory Commission
(PAC).

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the bodies which
nominate candidates for participation in PSOC incorporate criteria which give value to
broader community connections when evaluating candidates.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC create at least one
ex officio position for a community partner not directly affiliated with EMU. PSOC can
request that Legal Counsel clarify legal parameters in which such a community partner
might participate in PSOC activities, however the Ad Hoc Committee notes that in other
matters (such as for Humans Subjects Research Boards) such community liaisons are
routine practice and even Federally mandated.

•

Recommendation: The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that PSOC work with the
Office of the President and the EMU Legislative team to work with state legislators in
order to explore the possibility of amending the provision in Michigan law that fails to
incorporate community partners in civilian oversight.

Confidentiality, Anonymity, and Protection from Retaliation
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"Effective civilian oversight must function with the same integrity, professionalism,
and ethical standards it expects from and promotes for law enforcement.
Stakeholders and the community must remain confident that civilian oversight will
protect sensitive information as well as those who disclose it. An oversight agency
cannot maintain credibility, legitimacy, and public trust if it does not or cannot
respect confidentiality agreements, maintain the anonymity of those who wish ta
share information anonymously, and work towards creating an environment where
those involved with or contacting the oversight agency can do so without fear af
retaliation or retribution. 55. "
One significant limitation for our findings on this issue was that the Ad Hoc committee was not
able to talk to any complainants nor were any records of participant satisfaction made available
nor is it clear to date whether such comprehensive records exist. For this reason, it is hard to
make conclusions about any potential issues or concerns. With this caveat in mind, the EMU
55 Ibid
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Ad Hoc Committee found no significant issues pertaining to Confidentiality, Anonymity and
Protection from Retaliation. During the course of focus group conversations, there was
significant caution voiced by PSOC members that the anonymity of participants be safeguarded.
The Ad Hoc committee finds this an illustration of the seriousness and caution with which such
issues have been handled by PSOC members. Our further finding is that caution is at least in
part a result of EMU legal Counsel's emphasis on this issue when debriefing PSOC members.
•

Recommendation: There should be a mechanism early in the process, potentially on

the initial complaint form, in which complainants might be able to express a concern over
Confidentiality, Anonymity and Retaliation. The PSOC should then take all necessary
steps to address that concern before the complaint review process begins.
•

Recommendation: The PSOC and EMU need to invest in broader outreach and follow

up with individuals who have issued a complaint reviewed by PSOC. This could include
a follow-up survey or interview at the end of the process in which complainants are given
an opportunity to speak to their concern over Confidentiality, Anonymity and Retaliation.
•

Recommendation: The PSOC should include in its annual report anonymized data
concerning such reports as well as the efforts it has taken to respond to concerns over
Confidentiality, Anonymity and Retaliation.

Procedural Justice and Legitimacy
NACOLE's guidelines suggest that
"Proceduraljustice and legitimacy should serve as core principles guiding the work
and processes of effective civilian oversight. Rooted in behavioral psychology,
procedural justice typically centers on how authority is exercised. For entities
whose authority is established by Jaw, the recognition of their right to that authority
and perceptions of how fairly that authority is exercised are crucial components of
legitimacy. ... Research has shown that procedurally-just interactions between law
enforcement and the community positively impact the public's compliance with
laws... and willingness to assist in crime control efforts.... The literature has also
shown that officer perceptions of a procedurally-just work environment is
associated with reduced misconduct and corruption, ... as well as greater
endorsement of policing reforms, reduced mistrust and cynicism with the
community, willingness to obey supervisors, and increased officer we/I-being . ...
Though the literature on procedural justice and civilian oversight is relatively
sparse, there is research supporting the notion that procedurally just complaint
processes - where complainants report being satisfied with the quality of
communication and the process . . . increase complainant satisfaction56. "
The Ad Hoc Committee found insufficient evidence that the principles of procedural justice guide
the current processes of the PSOC. There was little to no evidence that complainants, or for
56 Ibid
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that matter those whom complaints have been filed against, were incorporated as active
participants working towards a resolution considered mutually just. As suggested by the
recommendations of national best practice, the Ad Hoc Committee finds this omission may lead
to a broad distrust or sense of illegitimacy in the process of oversight and review.
•

Recommendation: The PSOC should make every possible effort to involve the
complainant in the review process to ensure procedural justice and faith in the process.
This involvement should include extending invitations to speak before the PSOC, as
provided for in PSOC bylaws, as well as a clear explanation of the complaint review
process at the time of complaint.

•

Recommendation: The PSOC and EMU should invest in broader outreach and follow
up with individuals who have participated in PSOC investigations. This could include a
follow-up survey or interview at the end of the process.

•

Recommendation: The PSOC should regularly review its bylaws and complaints review
process to assess their adherence to Procedural Justice principles.
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Committee Members

Dr. Peter Blackmer is Assistant Professor in the Department of Africology and African
American Studies at Eastern Michigan University. His research interests include 20th Century
African American history, grassroots social movements, urban politics, policing and state
violence, and urban uprisings. He is a former research fellow with the Detroit Equity Action Lab
in the Damon J. Keith Center for Civil Rights at Wayne State University Law School.
Dr. Marilyn Corslanos is Professor in the Department of Sociology, Anthropology and
Criminology, and Women's & Gender Studies at Eastern Michigan University. Her research
interests include institutions of social control, public and private policing, power and violence.
She is committed to pursuing social change by identifying exclusionary practices in the
production of knowledge and identifying more equitable policing systems. She is the author of
The Complexities of Police Corruption: Gender, Identity and Misconduct (Rowman and Littlefield
Press, 2012), the CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Policing and Gendered Justice
(University of Toronto Press, 2009), co-author (with Walter S. DeKeseredy) of Pornography and
Violence against Women (Routledge, 2015), and, co-editor of Interrogating Social Justice
(Canadian Scholars' Press, 2000). She has also authored numerous peer-reviewed articles and
chapters and is currently working on a new book tentatively titled The Harms of the US Criminal
Legal System and the Case for Reform. Dr. Corsianos has been invited by the Department of
Justice to speak on gender and policing, served as an expert witness on police sexual
misconduct at the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal, and, as a member of the Title IX Research
Committee, was Co-investigator in the development of EMU's first campus climate survey on
sexual violence. She is the recipient of prestigious awards including the Distinguished Scholar
Award by the American Society of Criminology's Division on Women & Crime (2015), and
EMU's Ronald W. Collins Distinguished Research Award (2014).
Dr. Kevin Karpiak is Associate Professor in the Department of Sociology, Anthropology and
Criminology at Eastern Michigan University. He is the founder and Director of Southeastern
Michigan Criminal Justice Policy Research Project (SMART) and co-editor of the Cornell
University Press monograph series Police/Worlds: studies in security, crime and governance.
He received his PhD in Cultural Anthropology from the University of California at Berkeley
(2009), for which he conducted a multi-sited ethnography of French community policing reform
that serves as the basis for his forthcoming book The Police Against Itself: reassembling French
liberalism "after the social". Since 2016 he has been conducting research on police oversight
commissions in Washtenaw County, Ml. He has authored numerous peer-reviewed articles &
chapters as well as edited a special issue of the journal Theoretical Criminology and the volume
The Anthropology of Police with Routledge press.
Dr. D. Robert Okopny, CIA, CMA, CFE and is an Internal Audit and Fraud Examination
Professor at Eastern Michigan University. He has served on the Detroit Boards for the IIA (Past
President) and ISACA for several years on various committees and provides guidance to the
Directors for outreach to, and development of, future audit, IT and Fraud professionals. Bob
teaches, researches, and provides professional services. His areas of expertise include Ethics,
COSO Internal Control, Risk and Fraud. He has also taught CIA, CFP, CMA, and CPA Review
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courses. Classes he has developed and taught, both at the graduate and undergraduate levels,
include: Internal Audit, Fraud Examination, and International Accounting. Bob has also taught
Management Accounting, External Auditing, Principles of Accounting for MBAs, Financial
Accounting, Cost Accounting, Taxation, International Business Ethics, Advanced Cost
Accounting, and Financial Statement Analysis. He also serves on the Global Ethics Committee
of the IMA which is responsible for all aspects of ethics for the international organization. He is
Advisor to the EMU IIA/ISACA/ACFE/IMA Student Chapter. He is Director of the IAEP
Comprehensive Program. He has degrees in Economics (BS), Finance (MBA), MSA and PhD
(Accounting). Bob previously worked for Ford (Finance) and Chrysler (International Internal
Audit and Finance). Bob has given many professional presentations including many on Ethics,
Risks, and Internal Controls.
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List of Appendices

1 . Research Tools
a. List of survey questions
b. List of focus group questions
2. PSOC Bylaws
a. Adopted June 28, 1996
b. Adopted December 9, 2015
c. Adopted January 1 3, 2016
3. Email correspondence
a. July 9, 2020 email approving FOIA request
b. October 8th, 2020 email from University Communications inviting the EMU
community to participate in a general election of PSOC nominees
c. October 16, 2020 email from Legal Counsel
d. November 6, 2020 Email from President Smith to the newly elected members of
PSOC, honoring them for their commitment and reasserting the importance of
their work.
e. November 12, 2020 email from Chief of Staff
f. November 18, 2020 email from Chief of Staff
g. November 19, 2020 email from the Chair of the PSOC
h. November 30, 2020 email from Chief of Staff
i. November 20th, 2020 email from University Communications
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

I SECTION: 16
DATE:
April 21, 2022,

RECOMMENDATION
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES - FEBRUARY 17, 2022
ACTION REQUESTED

It is recommended that the Board ofRegents receive and place on file the minutes from
the February 17, 2022 Finance and Investment Committee meeting and the Working
Agenda for the April 21, 2022 meeting.
STAFF SUMMARY

February 17, 2022 Meeting Agenda
Agenda Items
• FY23 Room, Board and Apartment Rates
• Parking Presentation
• Advancing Research at EMU Presentation
• Emeritus StaffRecommendations
April 21, 2022 Meeting Agenda
Agenda Items
• WEMU Annual Report (June 30, 202 1) - Presentation from WEMU
• Presentation Only -Eagle Crest GolfCourse
• Emeritus StaffRecommendations
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION

BOARD OF REGENTS
Eastern Michigan University
20 1 Welch Hall
(734) 487-24 10

FINANCE and INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Thursday, April 21, 2022
1 1 :00 a.m.

REGULAR AGENDA
• WEMU Annual Report (June 30, 2021) - Presentation from WEMU
• Presentation Only - Eagle Crest Golf Course
• Emeritus Staff Recommendations

Eastern Michigan University
Finance and Investment Committee
Meeting Minutes
February 17, 2022
The meeting was called to order by Regent Michelle Crumm at 1 1 :02 a.m.
A motion was made, seconded and approved to accept the minutes from the December 9,
2022 Finance and Investment Committee meeting.
The agenda included four (4) items.
Section 15:

Recommendation: FY23 Room, Board and Apartment Rates
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve an average increase
of3.0% in the occupancy rates for Residence Halls and Apartments
In addition, it is recommended that the Board of Regents also approve an
increase from $1,000 to $1,600 as the annual surcharge for a single unit in
the Residence Halls. The FY21 single surcharge amount was $2,5000.
It is also recommended that the Board of Regents approve a 4.78% average
increase for meal plan rates for Academic Year 2022-23.

Presentation

Presentation

Section 5:

CFO Michael Valdes provided a presentation regarding the University's
Concession Agreement for parking. The presentation included details
about how the University allocated the funds received from the
Agreement, technology upgrades implemented by the Parking System
Operator (LAZ Parking), and challenges encountered.
Dr. Wade Tornquist, Associate Vice President for Graduate Studies and
Interim Associate Provost and Dr. Erica Goff, Director of the Office of
Research Development and Administration (ORDA) provided an update
on Advancing Research at EMU. The update included highlights from
Fiscal Year 221 , progress reports, and faculty development activities. The
Presentation noted that FY21 was a record year, with the University
receiving over $ 1 5 million in competitive awards.
Recommendation: Emeritus Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to
three (3) staff members.

The meeting was adjourned at 1 1 :38 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Kristen M. Ayres
Executive Assistant to the CFO and Treasurer to the Board of Regents

Eagle Crest Resort Golf Club ~ Opened in 1989

1

History of Eagle Crest Resort Golf Club
The Hotel, Golf Club & Corporate Education Center was developed as an economic
development project between EMU, the City of Ypsilanti and Ypsilanti Township
• 1986: EMU Board of Regents authorized the plans to construct Huron Golf Club and
entered a 99-year grounds lease with Ypsilanti Township for 136-acres adjacent to Ford
Lake at $1 per year
• 1989: Huron Golf Club, designed by golf course architect Karl Litten, opened along with
the Radisson Hotel and Corporate Education Center
• 1991: Changed the name from Huron Golf Club to Eagle Crest Golf Club
• 2012: Worked with golf course architect Jim Lipe to develop the Master Plan for
improving and refining the golf course
• 2013: EMU Board of Regents passed a resolution to name the golf clubhouse Eastern
Michigan University Roy E. Wilbanks Eagle Crest Resort Golf Club and the Marriott
named the ballroom the Roy E. Wilbanks Ballroom
• 2019 & 2020: We were ranked #25 (2019) and #16 (2020) in Golf Advisor’s Top 25
Public University Golf Courses in the United States
2

Financial Position
Goal is for Eagle Crest Resort Golf Club to be self-sufficient
• In July 2012, EMU and the Marriott Hotel entered into a Management Agreement,
where the Marriott managed the daily operations at the Corporate Education Center,
and Eagle Administrative Services received a percentage of the gross revenue
generated
• Eagle Crest Management Corporation was dissolved in 2012, and Eagle
Administrative Services became the management company for the Golf
Course
• The Golf Course has generated an Operating Income since Fiscal Year 2012/2013
• Our capital budget is determined from the Operating Income generated in the prior
year
• It has been important for us to grow a capital reserve fund and we add to it annually
3

Golf Course Master Plan
Goal: To deliver the total golf experience
• Ypsilanti Charter Township approved the Master Plan and renovations started in 2012

• Golf Course has been lengthened from 6,718 yards to 7,186 yards
• Tee Complexes have been added, laser leveled, and relocated
• Cart paths have been removed, relocated, and upgraded

• Trees were carefully removed to improve the views of Ford Lake and will benefit the
turfgrass by allowing more sunlight and improved air flow
• Bunkers have been renovated
• Master Plan is 95% complete

4

Total Golf Experience
• 136-acres includes a 3-tier driving range, chipping & pitching short game area, and 2
practice putting greens

• We host an average of 70 corporate and community golf & banquet events each year
• Teaching Academy for all ages and skill levels
• 10 sets of tees on each hole to accommodate all ages and skill levels

• Live tournament scoring with Vision Perfect software, allows scores to appear on the
Golf Cart GPS screen
• Visage GPS system on each golf cart, provides accurate yardage to each hole location

• Our website offers online tee-time booking and online shopping
• The Golf Shop offers a variety of golf accessories and golf apparel with the EMU logo
and Eagle Crest Golf Club logo
• Our banquet room overlooks Ford Lake providing a stunning view for golf andnon-golf
events
5
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What does the future hold for Eagle Crest Resort Golf Club?
• Thanks to a generous donation to EMU from GameAbove, we are now working to
construct a Performance Center for the EMU Golf Teams
• We continue to explore opportunities to grow and diversify our revenue base, and are
currently assessing several options
• The goal for the entire project is to bring people into our community to enjoy this
nationally ranked golf resort, as recognized by Golf Advisor, and for our community to
enjoy what we have right here in Ypsilanti Township
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Eagle Administrative Services Board of Directors
We would like to thank all of our Eagle Administrative Services Board
Members for all of their advice and support.

Current Eagle Administrative Services Board Members
• Regent Michelle Crumm
• Regent Dennis Beagen
• Regent Nathan Ford
• Vicki Reaume
• Mike Valdes
• Scott Storrar
Previous Eagle Administrative Services Board Members
• Regent Roy E. Wilbanks
• Regent Michael Hawks
• Regent Eunice Jeffries
• Regent James Webb
• Regent Floyd Clack
• John Lumm
• John Donegan
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Eagle Crest Resort Golf Club ~ 32 years and going strong ~ Photo taken in 2021
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I SECTION: 17
DATE:
April 21, 2022

RECOMMENDATION
WEMU-FM FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND AUDITOR'S REPORT

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents receive and place on file the WEMU-FM
Financial Statements as of June 30, 2021, and related auditor's report

STAFF SUMMARY
WEMU-FM, Eastern Michigan University's public radio station, is required as a
condition of participation in the public broadcasting program to file an annual audited
statement of financial operations. Plante & Moran, PLLC prepares this audit annually as
part of its financial audit engagement with the University.
The financial report, statements and opinion are attached. P lante & Moran indicates that,
in their opinion, the financial statements present fairly the financial position of WEMU
FM as ofJune 30, 2021 and 2020. Additionally, it is Plante & Moran's opinion that the
changes in WEMU-FM's financial position and cash flows for the years ended 2021 and
2020 were in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. WEMU-FM
realized a Change in Net Position of $396,930 during the period ended June 30, 20210
(see Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position, Page 9). Reduced
expenses across all operating expense categories with increased contributions and
stabilization funds from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting were the largest
contributing factors in the change in net position.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.
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EMU Board of Regents
WEMU-FM Update
April 22, 2022

1

Overview
•

In 2011, WEMU announced as part of its strategic plan it would voluntarily reduce GF support
by $250,000 over three years; exceeded goal with reduction of more than $600,000

•

Operational changes due to COVID-19 pandemic
•

Important, expanded coverage; regular live interviews with Washtenaw Community
Health Department and other experts

•

Broadcast team quickly transitioned to remote broadcasting;
successfully maintained quality seamlessly for audience

•

Provided important respite for listeners and the community with
a calm voice and music programming

•

Local fundraising impacted by reduced in-person interaction as well as listeners
and corporate sponsors focused on their personal and business wellbeing

2
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Successes
•

In 2021, WEMU renewed emphasis on expanding audience base with dedicated
focus on content, presentation, sound quality, horizontal and vertical promotion,
and strategic plan for increased news coverage in on-air and digital platforms

•

In Spring 2021, posted strongest listener numbers for WEMU in the last
five ratings periods, rising from #12 in the market to #3, behind powerhouses
Michigan Radio, and WJR (Nielsen Audio)

•

Five-year average audience and share is highest in WEMU history

•

Nearly 300 first time donors and more than 800 donors returned to WEMU
after a lapse of more than three years, keeping pace with the previous year

•

Online listening continues to grow nationwide
3
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Successes
•

Awarded six Broadcast Excellence Awards from the Michigan Association
of Public Broadcasters

•

WEMU sweeps the Current Magazine “Best of Washtenaw County” awards
for radio: Best Local Radio Station, Best Local Journalist (Lisa Barry),
Best Local Radio Host (Daniel Long)

•

Real-time coverage of events of January 6, including interviews with
U.S. Congressional Representatives

•

Continued providing Eastern students with radio and broadcasting real-world experience
through targeted internships

•

Flagship station for Eastern football and basketball – in FY21 broadcast 50+ games
including postseason games for men’s and women’s basketball, and the football team’s
appearance in the Camellia Bowl in Mobile, Ala.
4
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Community Leader Support
“…WEMU is successful because of each broadcaster, technician, and station manager, each of whom work
tirelessly for our community. They provide the hours and hours of content of which we are the recipients. We
recognize their voices: they drive us to work; they are with us when we pick the kids up from school; they educate
us about the environment; they open doors and ground us in connecting the art world with our very souls thereby
making connections in a way many never would have dared. They are our constants.”
~Felicia Brabec
Michigan State Representative, 55th House District
“JAZZistry could not ask for a better partner. Our success is due, in a large part, to our partnership with WEMU.
They have supported so many of our efforts, including our annual “Rent Party” event, JAZZistry Moments on-air
vignettes for Jazz Appreciation Month, and our annual Jazz Appreciation Month April 30 concert.”
~Malverne Winborne, Board Chair, JAZZistry
“True to its cultural mission, WEMU has long supported live jazz in all possible ways in the Ann Arbor/Ypsilanti
area and continues to do so. One notable example…includes the resumption of the long-standing monthly
concert series, the 5:01 Jazz Series, held the first Friday of the month at Bab’s Underground. As the owner
of Bab’s and other local entertainment venues, WEMU’s partnership and support are incredibly meaningful
to our community.”
~Micah Bartelme
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"Virtual" Michael Jewett at the
For The Love of WEMU event
at Northside Grill
US Congresswoman Debbie Dingell

Jewett-sized soup mug donor premium with recipe cards
from everyone at WEMU

At the end of the year, tragedy struck WEMU
when popular local All Things Considered host,
Lisa Barry, unexpectedly d ied of complications
from a heart condition.
The outpouring of commun ity support, the heartfelt
messages from our listeners and donors, and the
closeness of #teamwemu has made it possible to
carry on and do our best to uphold Lisa's legacy of
seasoned journalism , community connections, and
a commitment to kind ness . More than anything,
the incredible su pport WEMU has received has
upheld WEMU's position as "Your commu nity
NPR station."

Challenges in FY22
• Traditional fundraising suspended due to pandemic
• Corporate support remains static due to pandemic
• Static support from Corporation for Public Broadcasting
• Increased competition from commercial and non-profit organization
crowdfunding campaigns
• Aging infrastructure/equipment
• Filling open positions with qualified candidates
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Audit
• FY21 audit was completed by Plante & Moran in November 2021
• Required annually by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)
• Clean audit, no issues
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Looking Ahead
• Stay focused on strategic priorities of strong listener growth, increased
fundraising, and content partnerships for increased coverage
• Continue to re-vamp news coverage, fundraising, and outreach within
pandemic guidelines.
• Increased emphasis on major gifts and corporate underwriting
• Commitment to hyper-local focus in news, music, and arts partnerships
• Continued focus on cost containment
• Committed to strategic plan to replacing aging equipment

10
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“All Are Welcome Here”
A Partnership with Jewish Family
Services of Washtenaw County
Board of Regents Meeting
April 21, 2022
Lauren M. London, EMU General Counsel and Mira Sussman, Resettlement Resource Development Manager, JFSWC
1

Overview of the Partnership
• Housing Afghan refugee families on Campus
(Dec. 2021- June 2022)
• Volunteer Opportunities for Students, Faculty, and
Staff
• Use of Campus Facilities
• The Future: Bringing Refugee Students To
Eastern as Part of our Global Village
2

JFS Background
• JFS was established to support community resettlement efforts that started over
40 years ago. JFS has been involved in resettlement efforts since its inception in 1993.

• We’ve resettled thousands of refugees, SIVs, and other types of immigrants from all over the
world.
• We are the only resettlement agency in Washtenaw County.
• We are one of very few resettlement agencies that provide a continuum of services from prearrival all the way through naturalization.
• Our services are built on the holistic model of a wrap-around approach, which
focuses on addressing all critical needs and long-term success of each client in one place.
• We are there to be the voice of refugees, an advocate, convener of
welcoming activities, expert/educator on all refugee needs, and partner in regional
resettlement collaborative efforts.

3

JFS Resettlement: What We Do
 PRE-ARRIVAL PLANNING
 RECEPTION OF REFUGEE
 HOUSING
 FURNITURE
 FOOD
 CLOTHING
 BENEFITS/SOCIAL SECURITY
 ESL/SCHOOL REGISTRATION
 EMPLOYMENT
 HEALTH SCREENINGS
 TRANSPORTATION
 HOME VISITS
 CRISIS MANAGEMENT

4

Housing Afghan Refugee Families
• Formalizing our Partnership (MOU and Rental Agreements)

• Our Commitment: House up to 12 Afghan families over 6 months
• Cross-Campus Collaboration
• Student Government Initiatives
• DPTV Story (aired Jan. 27, 2022)

5

Continuing Volunteer Opportunities on
and Off Campus
• Facilities Use and Storage
• Linguistic Support
• Peer Mentorship
• Move-in Help
• Social Services

6

Next Steps: Welcoming Refugee Students
• Establishing a Fund through EMU Foundation
• Goal: Cover Tuition, Room & Board
• Draw Upon a Variety Sources:
• Merit Scholarship
• Fund Support
• Chartwells Partnership

• Partnership with JFS and others to identify candidates for a pilot
program

• Clarifying and Fulfilling Requirements for Refugee Students
• Visa Status/Implications
• Language Requirements
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Thank You!

Q&A
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RESOLUTION
Recognition of 2022 EMU Alumni Award Recipients
WHEREAS, during the 6 1 st Annual Alumni Awards ceremony, Eastern Michigan
University recognized outstanding graduates and supporters to honor their career
accomplishments, dedication to their communities, and support of the University;
and,
WHEREAS, Outstanding Young Alumni Awards were presented to Christopher
Economeas and Wendale Farrow for their post-college achievements; and,
WHEREAS, Alumni Achievement Awards were presented Nicolette Bateson and
Dr. Hrant Hratchian for excellence in their chosen fields; and,
WHEREAS, Dr. Sandra Harris and Dr. David Turner received Distinguished
Alumni Awards for extraordinary distinction in their chosen fields; and,
WHEREAS, the Dr. John W. Porter Distinguished Service Award was presented to
Dr. Karen Paciorek and Dr. Michael Paciorek for their legacy of dedication to
Eastern Michigan University.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents thanks the award recipients for excellence in their careers and
service to their communities and commends them for the honor and distinction
they have brought to themselves as well as to Eastern Michigan University.
April 2 1 , 2022

RESOLUTION
Recognition of Dr. Marilyn Corsianos
EMU MI-ACE Distinguished Woman in Higher Education
Leadership Award Recipient for 2022
WHEREAS, Dr. Marilyn Corsianos has provided exemplary service in her career
with the Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology in the College
of Arts and Sciences; and,
WHEREAS, with progressive leadership and research experience she has offered
clear and consistent advocacy for women students, faculty, and staff; for women's
leadership; for women's inclusion in all aspects of campus life; and for just
treatment and outcomes for all in our campus community; and,
WHEREAS, she was a pioneer in advocating for and later serving as a key author
and analyst of EMU' s first Sexual Violence Cultures Survey and continues to serve
as an advocate for programs supporting students who have experienced domestic
violence, those who are attending school as parents, and most recently for women
returning to our communities following incarceration; and,

WHEREAS, Dr. Corsianos is truly a force for the public good, evident through her

service as an expert with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, as well as her
work with the Human Rights Tribunal in Ontario and the United States Department
of Justice.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents congratulates Dr. Marilyn Corsianos for her service as an
outstanding leader and role model in women's leadership, gender equity, and
inclusion and hereby commends her as the EMUMl-ACE Distinguished Woman in
Higher Education Leadership Award Recipientfor 2022.
April 2 1 , 2022

RESOLUTION
Recognition of 2022 Week of Excellence
Faculty Award Recipients
WHEREAS, during the 45th Annual Week of Excellence, 10 faculty members and
lecturers who have distinguished themselves through careful, thoughtful, and
dedicated work at the University were recognized; and,
WHEREAS, the 2021 Ronald W. Collins Distinguished Faculty Awards for
excellence in research were presented to Annemarie Kelly and James Saunoris;
and,
WHEREAS, the 2021 Ronald W. Collins Distinguished Faculty Awards for
excellence in teaching were presented to Muhammad Ahmed and Amanda Stype;
and,
WHEREAS, James Krolik received the 2021 Full-Time Lecturer Distinguished
Teaching Award; and,
WHEREAS, Andrew Antis, Andreia de Carvalho Gendera, Linda Foran, and
Ashley Wilson received 2021 Part-Time Lecturer Distinguished Teaching Awards;
and,
WHEREAS, Harriet Lindsay was honored with the 2021 Excellent Teachers
Engaging Alumni Award; and,
WHEREAS, these awards are considered to be the University's most prestigious
awards for faculty and lecturers in the recognized areas of teaching, research,
creative activity, and service.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents thanks the award recipients for exemplary service and commends
them for the honor and distinction they have brought to themselves as well as to
Eastern Michigan University.
April 21, 2022

President’s Report
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
April 21, 2022
Madam Chair and Distinguished Members of the Board of Regents:
Tomorrow marks the last day of classes in what has been an outstanding winter semester.
The return to more typical operations as overall COVID-19 rates remain relatively low has led
to a return of many of the campus events that had been held virtually for the past two years,
such as the Undergraduate Symposium and next week’s Commencement ceremonies. Our
strong and supportive campus response to COVID-19 has been impressive from the outset.
As I have acknowledged since the beginning of the pandemic, our students, faculty and staff
deserve enormous recognition for adopting and following EMUSafe measures that have
protected our campus community.
It is important to state, however, that we are by no means out of the woods as new variants
continue to come to the forefront. We must remain ever-vigilant. One thing is certain, where
there was no playbook for a pandemic of this nature two years ago – we have all learned a lot
about mitigation strategies and supporting one another -- and this will benefit all of us in the
future.
The end of the semester also brings us to Commencement ceremonies, which will take place
next Saturday, April 30. More than 1,700 students are eligible to participate in ceremonies at
9:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
We are pleased to welcome John Tuttle, vice chairman and chief commercial officer of the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Group, who will serve as commencement speaker and
will receive an Honorary Doctorate of Commerce. He is an esteemed alumnus of our great
University and we look forward to welcoming him back to campus. We are also pleased to
honor Dr. Donald Loppnow who has graced our University for more than 40 years. Dr.
Loppnow started at Eastern in 1974 as a lecturer in sociology, and later became a professor
of social work, department head, and served in a variety of administrative roles during his
career at Eastern including provost and interim president on three occasions. Dr. Loppnow
will receive an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters.
As I noted at the beginning of the report, the commencement ceremonies will be held in
person, and a live stream will also be available on the Commencement home page.
Attendees are asked to follow the University’s safety protocols which require face masks
worn by all individuals while inside the George Gervin GameAbove Center regardless of
vaccination status.
Summer commencement ceremonies will be held on Aug. 13, for students who will complete
their degree requirements during the summer of 2022. We’re pleased to also offer an inperson graduation experience on that date for students who graduated in April 2020,
December 2020, and April 2021 and did not have an in-person ceremony due to the
pandemic. Details are being finalized and we will announce them when completed.
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A short time from now, at 3 p.m., many of us will gather in Sill Hall to celebrate the opening of
the building and to dedicate two labs in the names of prominent alumni.
The naming of the Woods Construction Construction Management Lab recognizes the
longstanding commitment of Woods Construction and its president, EMU alumnus John
Bodary. Over the past 30 years, Woods Construction, John and his wife Michelle, who also
attended Eastern, have provided significant support for EMU’s Construction Management
program.
The Jack E. Roush Automotive Lab is named in honor of American motorsports icon and
EMU alumnus Jack E. Roush. As chairman of the Board of Directors of Roush Enterprises
and co-owner of Roush Fenway Racing, Jack Roush has long been recognized as a leader in
automotive innovation and was inducted into the Automotive Hall of Fame in 2017 and the
NASCAR Hall of Fame in 2019. EMU awarded him an honorary doctorate of commercial
science in 2019. He has provided significant support to EMU, creating endowed funds for
math preparation and tutoring programming across the University, and to support the
GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology.
As I conclude today’s report, please join me in congratulating the EMU's Forensics Team,
which just captured third place in the United States at the National Forensics Association
competition. The team competed against more than 60 universities from across the country.
•
•
•
•
•

Auyron Azar, our incoming student body president, is the 2022 National Champion in After
Dinner Speaking;
Geoff Gauthier took second place in Impromptu Speaking;
Sarah Dubinsky and Auryon Azar took fourth place in Duo Interpretation;
Sarah Dubinsky placed sixth in Dramatic Interpretation;
Estelle Hackos was named the 2022 Novice National Champion in Persuasion; and, she
took second place in the Novice Impromptu category.

The national showing extends the tradition of EMU Forensics, one of the most successful
teams in the nation. EMU Forensics has placed in the top 10 nationally for more than 40
years, and has won more than 40 Michigan state team championships.
EMU Forensics began its tradition of success with its first national championship in 1973.
Notable past EMU National Champions include Brenda Alten, lead of Human Resources
Communications with the J.M. Smucker Company; and the late Emeritus Professor Judy
Sturgis Hill, a distinguished professor and EMU’s first National Champion, for whom the
building that houses the University’s School of Communication, Media and Theatre Arts was
renamed in her honor.
Additional information and accomplishments are listed in the appendix to this report on the
University’s website.
Thank you, Chair Jeffries.
James M. Smith, Ph.D.
President
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Recognition
● Kristeana Banks, a junior majoring in Political Science, has been chosen for the 2022
Public Policy and International Affairs Program Junior Summer Institute at the
University of Michigan’s Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy. The seven-week,
graduate-level preparation program is intended for students committed to public
service careers.
● Alex Chumney, a junior Biology major with a concentration in ecology, organismal
diversity and evolution, received a Goldwater Scholarship. This honor places her
among the nation’s top young scientists. Of the more than 5,000 applicants in 2022,
just over 400 received scholarships.
● Odia Kaba, a Quantitative Economics major, has been chosen for the 2022 Public
Policy and International Affairs Program Junior Summer Institute at Princeton
University. She is also a finalist for the Harry S. Truman Scholarship.
● Dr. Eric Schulz, professor of Management, has been awarded the $2,500 Darrell H.
Cooper Presidential Endowment Academic Research Award. The award supports
research related to leadership and all management disciplines.
● The Aviation Program was recognized among the top 10 most valuable programs
in the country – and the only aviation program in Michigan – offering the greatest
return on investment (ROI) for students upon graduation by Preston Cooper, a higher
education research fellow at The Foundation for Research on Equal Opportunity.
● The Bachelor of Information Assurance and Cyber Defense degree has been
ranked 7th in the nation as the best online bachelor’s degree in Cybersecurity by
AcademicInfluence.com. The program was the only university in Michigan to rank in
the top 10.
● The Occupational Therapy program has been ranked among the top 50 graduate
programs in the nation by U.S. News & World Report. The digital media company
also recognized several other programs, reinforcing the University's strategic mission
to deliver high performing academic programs and quality research. Other programs
included in the rankings were Business Administration, Clinical Psychology,
Computer Science, Fine Arts, Physician Assistant, Psychology, Public
Administration, Social Work, and Speech-Language Pathology. The College of
Education was also ranked among the top 150 Best Education Schools.
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● For the fifth consecutive year, Eastern Michigan University has been named one of
the most military and veteran-friendly universities in the country, according to
annual rankings released this month by Military Friendly. EMU is ranked number one
in Michigan and number two in the United States.
● The College of Business has been named one of the nation’s best graduate
business schools for the 18th consecutive year by The Princeton Review. The list is
based on a combination of institutional and student survey data, including career
outcomes, admissions selectivity, and academic rigor, among other factors.
● Eastern Michigan University’s programs have been ranked as top programs in
the U.S. by Intelligent.com, a resource for online, on-campus program rankings and
higher education planning. The research identifies programs in the nation based on
flexibility, faculty, course strength, cost, and reputation.

Of Note
● Eastern Michigan University received approximately $550,000 in community
project funding as part of the State of Michigan annual appropriations omnibus
package. Congresswoman Debbie Dingell secured the award for community
projects throughout Michigan’s 12th Congressional District. The funding will support
the expansion of the Collaborative Child Development Center and EMU’s prisoner
re-entry program.
● The Center for Entrepreneurship offered promising entrepreneurs a chance to make
their business goals a reality with an Executive Certificate in Entrepreneurship and
Venture Challenge program. Recently, Brighton resident and EMU alumna, Sarah
Beatty, was selected among 16 entrepreneurs in the program and was awarded a
$25K prize after pitching her idea to a panel of business leaders from southeast
Michigan.
● Joining together for the greater good is the goal of Eastern’s new Civil Rights &
Social Justice Center pilot, focused on education, improving the justice system, and
building equitable and just communities across southeast Michigan. An
interdisciplinary team of EMU professors are leading these efforts with plans to launch
programming.
● Engage@EMU has formed a partnership with non-profit organization, TimeSlips, and
is offering training to faculty, staff, students, and select community members.
TimeSlips aims to change the way we understand and experience aging by bringing
young people into positive relationships with elders, enabling family members to have
meaningful, emotional connections, and infusing creativity into their care systems to
inspire staff to feed their creativity inviting elders to imagine and express themselves.
● Amazon employees in the U.S. will benefit from new Career Choice partnerships with
more than 140 Universities and Colleges including Eastern Michigan University,
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Grand Rapids Community College, Grand Valley State University, and Henry Ford
College.

● The latest episode of EMU Today TV introduces viewers to the University's new
Interim Chief Diversity Officer, Doris Fields. In the interview, Dr. Fields describes her
ascent to the position as well as her goals and plans. The segment also features an
inside look at EMU's annual recognition of alumni who are making a positive impact in
our communities.
● The new initiative, EMU Changing the Cycle, is on a mission to end period poverty –
inadequate access to menstrual hygiene supplies and education – on campus by
ensuring that everyone at EMU has access to free organic period products when they
need them.
Events
● The 61st Annual Alumni Awards will be presented on EMU’s YouTube channel on
May 7. EMU will honor eight alumni in three different categories as well as bestow the
John W. Porter Distinguished Service Award to two deserving individuals.
Outstanding Young Alumni Awards will be presented to Christopher Economeas
(BS13) and Wendale Farrow (BS09, MA13). Alumni Achievement Awards will be
presented to Nicolette Bateson (MPA12) and Dr. Hrant P. Hratchian (BS01). The
John W. Porter Distinguished Alumni Awards will be given to Dr. Karen Paciorek,
emerita professor, and Dr. Michael Paciorek, emeritus professor. Returning to
celebrate and serve as this year’s master of ceremonies is FOX2 News anchor,
reporter, and EMU alumnus, Josh Landon (BS06).
● The GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology hosted an EMU TechTalk
featuring Quentin Messer, CEO of the Michigan Economic Development
Corporation, on April 13. Last month’s TechTalk featured Carla Bailo, president of
the Center for Automotive Research in Ann Arbor, on March 30.
● Graduate students in the Historic Preservation program opened a new exhibit in the
McKenny Gallery on April 13. The “Hamburgers for Breakfast: Food and the Student
Experience” showcases how access and attitudes about food have changed at EMU
since the early 1900s.
● The Faculty and Guest Artist Dance Concert was held on April 8 and featured
Detroit choreographers who presented a mixed repertoire concert.

● The 41st Semi-Annual Celebration of Student Writing was held on April 7. The
research and writing fair showcased projects from more than 800 students.
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● The Chemistry department sponsored a lecture on April 4 by Dr. Ashley LaLonde
and Dr. Frank Coms, chemists with General Motors, who spoke about their research
and experience as chemists in industry.
● Students, faculty, staff, and guests convened for the 42nd Undergraduate
Symposium on March 25. This historic event celebrated undergraduate research and
creative projects. Novelist Bethany Ball, an alumna of EMU, was the Dennis M.
Beagen Keynote Speaker.
● The Mathematics and Statistics department hosted a lecture by Lloyd Douglas,
former first vice-president of the Mathematical Association of America, on March 23.
● Eastern Michigan University’s NEXT Scholars Program hosted its second studentorganized event EdTalks. This year’s event was titled, Decolonizing the College of
Education: Student-Led Conversations for Faculty. The event was held on March
19.
● EMU’s 23rd annual Graduate Research Conference was held on March 18. The
conference showcases graduate student scholarly and creative activities. 126 students
presented oral and poster presentations.
● On March 18 the EMU ROTC Program devoted a day to exploring college
opportunities and program highlights with former Wayne-Westland JROTC cadets and
other students interested in EMU. The overview included important information about
the program, scholarship opportunities, training opportunities, and extracurricular
activities.
● The George Liepa Sigma Xi Annual Speaker Series Endowed Fund sponsored a
lecture by Dr. Stefan M. Pasiakos, U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental
Medicine, on March 17.
● The EMU Theatre presented “Fresh Squeezed – A Festival of New Plays for the
Young” on March 12.
● To help spark a passion for more students to enter STEM careers, particularly those
from traditionally underrepresented minority groups, local students from the Upward
Bound program and Ypsilanti community schools participated in EMU STEM Day on
March 11.

● The Journal of Narrative Theory's 2022 speaker series hosted guest speakers Sue
J. Kim from the University of Massachusetts and aliyyah i. abdur-rahman from
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Brown University. The March 10 event explored what cognitive narrative theory might
teach about the discourse around race and the role narrative can play in this critical
historical moment.

● In a March 8 presentation sponsored by the Women’s and Gender Studies
department, A. Tainna Scozzaro, Hwei Lim, and Manisha Desai discussed their
activism and research addressing gender and climate justice.
● The GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology hosted a trip for 10
students to visit the world-renowned Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation in
Savannah, Ga. on March 3. Students representing majors in aviation flight technology,
aviation management technology, mechanical engineering and electrical and computer
engineering learned about the aviation industry and the possible future internships and
careers with Gulfstream and other aviation companies.
● The Africology and African Studies department sponsored an intergenerational
discussion featuring Detroit artists and activists in conversation about the
traditions, histories, and significance of music in social movements on Feb. 24.
● Dr. Evan Darzi, CEO of ElectraTect Inc., spoke on Feb. 21, as a guest of the
Chemistry department.
● The Black Honors Student Organization hosted a winter clothes drive during the
month of February. They brought all donated clothes, hygiene and toiletry products,
monetary donations, and nonperishable items to the Student Center to make
individualized care bags that were donated to Ozone House in Ypsilanti.
Athletics
•

Basketball (Women): RayJon Harris, Courtnie Lewis, Kylee O’Hara, Natalie
Pineda, and Ce’Nara Skanes earned Academic All-MAC honors.

•

Basketball (Women): Areanna Combs earned Second Team All-MAC honors.

•

Basketball (Women): Courtnie Lewis is one of 60 athletes who been selected for the
“So You Want to be a Coach” program, sponsored by the Women’s Basketball
Coaches Association.

•

Basketball (Men): The Eagles topped CMU to win the Michigan MAC trophy for the
fourth time since its inception in 2005.
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•

Basketball (Men): Mo Njie was named to the All-MAC Freshman Team.

•

Basketball (Men): Monty Scott and Darion Spottsville have been drafted into the
Baloncesto Superior National, Puerto Rico’s professional league.

•

Cheer: The EMU Cheer Team placed second at the 2022 NCA & NDA Collegiate
National Championships.

•

Football (Men): Bryson Cannon, Freddie McGee III, Thomas Odukoya, Michael
Smith Jr., Carter Stagner, and Mike Van Hoeven were named to the 2022 National
Football Foundation Hampshire Honor Society.

•

Gymnastics (Women): Ella Chemotti tied for first place in the Bars event at the MAC
Championships and was named Freshman of the Year. She also earned AllTournament Team. Raisa Boris finished third in the All-Around competition.

•

Gymnastics (Women): Ella Chemotti earned First Team All-MAC honors and
qualified for the NCAA Regional Championships.

•

Swimming & Diving (Women): Three EMU divers placed in the top five in the 1-Meter
event at the MAC Championships. Bethany Berger placed second, Camryn
Hughes took third, and Keira Veltigian finished fifth. Bethany Berger placed second
in the 3-Meter Dive. Riley Hofmann placed second in the 200 Fly and third in the 400
IM.

•

Swimming & Diving (Women): Riley Hofmann was named All-MAC First Team and
Bethany Berger was named All-MAC Second Team.

•

Swimming & Diving (Women): Bethany Berger, Camryn Hughes, Rebekah Knapp,
and Keira Veltigian qualifies for the NCAA Zone C Diving Championships.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Women): The Eagles placed second in the MAC
Championships. Kadian Clarke took home the gold in the Weight Throw, with Ariel
Floyd placing second. The team of Tiffany Cernej-Garcia, Chloe Musta, Julia
Pleskacyznska, and Lexi Seifert placed second in the Distance Medley Relay. The
team of Tiffany Cernej-Garcia, Mair Edwards, Keypathway Gibson, and Noriyah
Johnson won the 4x400m Relay. Quintella Johnson placed second in the High
Jump event and Mair Edwards placed third in the 400m.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Women): Kadian Clarke, Tiffany Cernej-Garcia, Mair
Edwards, Keypathwa Gibson, and Noriyah Johnson secured their places on the
First Team All-MAC. Ariel Floyd and Quintella Johnson earned Second Team AllMAC honors.
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•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): The Eagles captured its second consecutive MAC
Indoor Championship. Sue Parks was named Men’s Coach of the Year. Mark
Rinker was named Men’s Assistant Coach of the Year. Baldvin Magnusson was
named Men’s Most Valuable Performer and Men’s Most Outstanding Track
Performer. Tajay Roberts was named Men’s Freshman Co-Track Performers.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): In the 5,000m event, Baldvin Magnusson placed first,
Toby Gualter placed second, and Josh Hill placed fourth. The team of Solomon
Costa, Derek Jones, Marcus Kemp, and Linus Vennemann placed second in the
Distance Medley Relay. In the Weight Throw, Newlyn Stephenson placed second
and Taige Bryant placed third. Baboucar Sallah-Mohammed placed second in the
Long Jump. Kaleb Simpson took second in the 60m event and Richie Sadler took
third in the 400m. In the 800m event, Derek Jones placed second and Baldvin
Magnusson placed third. Baldvin Magnusson and Toby Gualter took the top two
spots in the 3000m event. The team of Derek Jones, Dante Lander, Tajay Roberts,
and Payne Wylie placed third in the 4x400m Relay. Almighty Williamson won the
60m Hurdles event. Ousman Kamara took third in the High Jump and Baboucar
Sallah-Mohammed placed third in the Tiple Jump. Chukwusom Enekwechi took
second in the Shot Put event. Skyler Lester placed third in the Heptathlon.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): Baldvin Magnusson and Almighty Williamson earned
First Team All-MAC honors.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): Solomon Costa, Chukwusom Enekwechi, Toby
Gualter, Derek Jones, Marcus Kemp, Baboucar Sallah-Mohammed, Kaleb
Simpson, Newlyn Stephenson, and Linus Vennemann were named Second Team
All-MAC.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): Taige Bryant and Newlyn Stephenson qualified for the
NCAA Indoor Championships in the Weight Throw event.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): Taige Bryant earned First-Team All-American honors.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): Baldvin Magnusson will represent Iceland in the 2022
World Athletics Indoor Championships.

•

Track & Field (Indoor) (Men): Director/Head Coach Sue Parks was named the Great
Lakes Region Men’s Coach of the Year for the 2022 NCAA D1 Indoor Track & Field
season.

•

Former EMU football player Terry Myrick was selected by the Michigan Panthers with
the fifth overall pick in the 29th round of the United States Football League draft.
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•

Former University administrator Lucy Parker has been inducted into the MidAmerican Conference Hall of Fame in recognition of her contribution to the
advancement of women's athletics.

***

